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ATA CASES
Designed to meet or exceed the Air Transportation Association
Specification 300, Category1, Anvil ATA cases are the most durable
reusable transit cases available. Constructed to perform under the
most exacting conditions, Anvil ATA cases provide unsurpassed
function and reliability. Exterior panels are built with strong, solid
components, and interiors are custom designed with precision
sculpted unicellular foam. They provide maximum shock
absorption and safety from damage due to vibration. The result
is uncompromising fit and maximum protection
ATA Transit Shipping Case (Mfr # AN25CAMHVZSL • B&H # ANCHVRZ1LA)
For the HVR-Z1U 1/3” 3-CCD HDV professional widescreen mini camcorder with
accessory compartment and hasp lock........................................................................379.95
ATA Transit Shipping Case (Mfr # AN25CAM1XLCLS • B&H # ANCXL1EZHLA)
For the camcorders the size of a Canon XL-1, with EZ-Haul System, hasp lock and
accessory compartment.....................................................................................................529.95
ATA Transit Shipping Case (Mfr # AN25CAMHVZS • B&H # ANCHVRZ1A)
For the HVR-Z1U 1/3” 3-CCD HDV professional widescreen mini camcorder with
accessory compartment.....................................................................................................349.95
Hard Camera Case (Mfr # 25CAM2XLCLS • B&H # ANCXL2CLA)
For the Canon XL-2 camcorder with foam lining, accessory compartment, casters
and lock ....................................................................................................................................549.95

Escort 24-Space ATA Equipment Rack Case
(Mfr # AN2518R24RC • B&H # ANES251R24RC): An 18” deep standard

rack case with front and rear rails. The case is constructed
from 1/4” thick ACX plywood, and laminated with black ABS
using single angle riveted construction with all steel hardware and split-steel rivets. This case meets or exceeds ATA
spec 300 guidelines. It has front and rear removable lids, steel
recessed latches and handles, and heavy duty casters..694.95

C AL ZO NE EQUIPMENT CASES
Calzone’s most popular line of cases, the Escort Series, is built to ATA (Airline
Transportation Association) spec 300, and is typically selected for the transport
of most broadcast/professional video equipment. Whether you travel by air,
sea or land, Escort Cases help to assure the safe arrival of your valuable cargo.
These cases are designed and engineered to the highest standards in the
industry today, When traveling with valuable equipment there are several
requirements to keep in mind, Packing for protection. convenience, case of use,
and endurance. Calzone Escort Series cases are available with a variety of options, locking mechanism, glides for
drawers/shelves, table legs, stacking corners and/or latching mechanism, and a variety of caster styles.
Escort ATA Camcorder Transit Shipping Cases

Escort ATA Monitor Transit Shipping Cases

Hard shipping cases designed to hold a professional camcorder.
These cases are built to meet or exceed ATA spec 300 guidelines for
shipping cases. They are made from ABS plastic laminated over 1/4”
plywood with 2” interior foam padding. They have a hinged lid with
steel recessed handles and latches. The cases come with a limited
lifetime warranty from Calzone. (Go on line to see models).

1” foam-padded cases with a hinged lid designed to transport
professional video monitors. They are constructed from 1/4” thick
plywood and laminated with black ABS plastic, plus double-angle
construction with all steel hardware and split-steel rivets. The cases
are built to meet or exceed ATA spec 300 guidelines and have a
limited lifetime warranty from Calzone. (Go on line to see models).
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RESIN CASES
High Performance, Ultralight,
Watertight Resin Cases
HPRC are military-grade watertight durable cases. These premium
Italian-designed and manufactured hard cases are distinguished by their
innovative designs and materials that make them light weight and deliver
unique functionality. HPRC cases are made of injection molded TTX01,
a patented polypropylene-resin compound. HPRC protection meets ATA 300
specifications for transit cases as well as rigorous standards for military use
(STANAG 4280, DS 81-41, IP67).
◆ Injection-molded shell made TTX01

AMR2400

◆ Micro-textured surface to reduce scratching

polypropylene-resin compound.

◆ Temperature Rating of -40 to 176° F

◆ Certifications: ATA300, IP67, STANAG 4280 &

DS 81-41 (military-grade)

◆ Air pressure release valve
◆ Super-soft grip rigid handle

◆ Double-hinge locking latches for secure

◆ Molded-in space for identification tags

close and comfort open.
◆ Backed by a Lifetime replacement warranty

◆ Male-to-female ribs for stacking

◆ Neoprene O-ring to keep the case air and

◆ Molded-in loops for locking

watertight

Hard Resin Waterproof Cases
(E) Empty or (F) with Cubed Foam Interior
Lightweight, waterproof, unbreakable case.
It meets ATA 300 specifications for transit
cases. The hard-resin shells are virtually
unbreakable and the interior rubber O-rings
keep the case airtight and watertight. It
comes with a comfortable, soft-grip handle
for carrying, and an air pressure release valve.
The case can be used to carry audio, photo or
video equipment, and accessories.
The Cubed Foam option is the base
configuration and allows for self-customized
total protection.

Case with foam insert

Case
AMR2400
Medium
AMR2500
Medium

AMR2700
Large

Flight
Carry-On

Empty Interior
(E)

14.76" x 10.43" x 5.98"

Yes

—

17.72” x 12.60” x 6.89”

AMR2580
Laptop 15”
AMR2600
Medium

Internal
Dimensions

15.35" x 12.20" x 3.54"
18.90” x 14.17” x 7.79
21.65” x 18.11” x 8.07”

Yes
Yes
No
No

Foam Interior
(F)
B&H# HP2400F

74.95

B&H# HP2500E

B&H# HP2500F

89.95

99.95
B&H# HP2580F

—

119.95

B&H# HP2600E

B&H# HP2600F

99.95

109.95

B&H# HP2700E

B&H# HP2700F

119.95

129.95

◆ Injection molded shell
◆ Self-customizable cubed foam interior

Laptop Case

◆ Neoprene O-ring to keep the case air and

watertight

AMRE 2580F (Mfr# AMRE2580F • B&H#
HP2580F): A hard resin, waterproof

◆ Meets or exceeds specifications from

laptop case with a cubed foam
interior for a laptop computer with
a screen up to 15” and accessories.
An easy-access compartment is built
into the lid for storing accessories.
15.4” x 12.2” x 3.5”.........................119.95

ATA 300, IP67, STANAG 4280 and DS 81-41
◆ Temperature Rating of -40 to +176° F
◆ Air pressure release valve included
◆ Super-soft grip rigid handle

2580F Laptop Case

Open Accessory Pocket

◆ Backed by a Lifetime replacement warranty

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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RESIN CASES
Wheeled Resin Cases
(E) Empty or (F) with Cubed Foam Interior
Standard HPRC Wheeled Case Features
◆ All features from non-wheeled case are included
◆ Wide smooth-gliding molded-over rubber wheels
◆ Single-hand button release for telescoping handle
◆ High-strength aluminum telescoping handle
◆ Backed by a Lifetime replacement warranty

Case
AMR2550W
Medium
AMR2600W
Medium
AMR2700W
Large
AMR2780W
Large
AMR2800W
X-Large

Internal
Dimensions

Flight
Carry-On

20.08" x 11.22" x 7.83"

Yes

19.05" x 14.17" x 8.58"
21.85” x 18.11” x 10.08”
29.4" x 20.6" x 14.3"
29.30” x 20.65" x 18.01”

No
No
No
No

AMR2700W

AMR2550W Back

Empty Interior
(E)

Foam Interior
(F)

B&H# HP2550WE

B&H# HP2550WF

134.95

139.95

B&H# HP2600WE

B&H# HP2600WF

139.95

149.95

B&H# HP2700WE

B&H# HP2700WF

149.95

169.95

B&H# HP2780WE

B&H# HP2780WF

Call

Call

B&H# HP2800WE

B&H# HP2800WF

259.95

339.95

AMR2700W Back

AMRE 2550WE Empty Wheeled Hard Resin
Waterproof Case, Suitable for Flight Carry-On,
Medium (Black)
(Mfr# AMRE2550WE • B&H# HP2550WE) .................134.95
AMR2800WF
with Foam Insert

AMRE 2550WF Wheeled Hard Resin Waterproof Case with Cubed Foam, Suitable for
Flight Carry-On, Medium (Black)
(Mfr# AMRE2550WF • B&H# HP2550WF) .................139.95
AMRE 2600WE Empty Wheeled Hard Resin
Waterproof Case, Medium (Black)
(Mfr# AMRE2600WE • B&H# HP2600WE) .................139.95
AMR2800W

AMRE 2600WF Wheeled, Hard Resin, Waterproof Case with Cubed Foam, Medium (Black)
(Mfr# AMRE2600WF • B&H# HP2600WF) .................149.95
AMRE 2700WE Empty Wheeled Hard Resin
Waterproof Case, Large (Black)
(Mfr# AMRE2700WE • B&H# HP2700WE) .................149.95
AMRE 2700WF Wheeled, Hard Resin, Waterproof Case with Cubed Foam, Large (Black)
(Mfr# AMRE2700WF • B&H# HP2700WF) .................169.95
AMRE 2780WE Empty Wheeled Hard Resin
Waterproof Case, Large (Black)
(Mfr# AMRE2780WE • B&H# HP2780WE) ........................Call
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AMRE 2700WF Wheeled, Hard Resin, Waterproof Case with Cubed Foam, Large (Black)
(Mfr# AMRE2700WF • B&H# HP2700WF) ........................Call
AMRE 2800WE Wheeled LongLife
Combination Case (Black), TX01 Polypropylene
Resin Case, Air Pressure Release Valve,
Empty Interior, Super-soft Grip Rigid Handles,
Built-in Wheels
(Mfr# AMRE2800WE • B&H# HP2800WE) .................259.95

www.bhphotovideo.com

AMRE 2800WF Wheeled Cued Foam Case
(Black), TX01 Polypropylene Resin Case, Air
Pressure Release Valve, Cued Foam Interior,
Super-soft Grip Rigid Handles, Built-in Wheels
(Mfr# AMRE2800WF • B&H# HP2800WF) .................339.95
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RESIN CASES
Cases Offering Portabrace Sewn Interiors
With Interiors (DK) Divider Kit, (IC) Internal Case, (TB) Tackle Box
◆ (DK) Divider Kit includes1.0” Veltex-lined foam covering all six interior walls, zipper-pouch in top lid, a set of self

customizable divider walls, fleece bag to cushion your items and nylon accessory pouches.
◆ (IC) Internal Case Kit includes a removable genuine Portabrace case made of1000-Denier Cordura. This option offers the

benefits of the Divider Kit in a removable case that helps lighten your load once you arrive at your destination.
◆ (TB) Tackle Box mobile workstation set includes two removable genuine Portabrace cases, one bottom hideaway divider

kit space and a workstation lid with fold-out worktable, visor and laptop sleeve (up to17”).
◆ (LS) Laptop Sleeve fits into the upper lid of matching hard cases (AMRE2550W, PB-2550) and includes soft padded

400-Denier water-resistant Packcloth on both the outer and inner lining.

AMR 2800WTBH
with Tackle Box
Insert
Full Set-Up

AMR 2600DK
with
Divider Kit

AMR 2600IC with Internal Case

Case

Internal
Dimensions

AMR2500
Medium

17.72” x 12.60” x 6.89”

AMR2550W
Flight Carry-On

20.08” x 11.22” x 7.83”

AMR2600
Medium

18.90” x 14.17” x 7.79”

AMR2600W
Medium

19.05” x 14.17” x 8.58”

AMR2700
Large

21.65” x 18.11” x 8.07”

AMR2700W
Large

21.85” x 18.11” x 10.08”

AMR2800W
X-Large

29.30” x 20.65” x 18.01”

Divider Kit
(DK)

Internal Case
(IC)

Tackle Box
(TB)

B&H# HP2500DK

B&H# HP2500IC

__

179.95

254.95

B&H# HP2550WDK

B&H# HP2550WIC

224.95

289.95

B&H# HP2600DK

B&H# HP2600IC

199.95

269.95

B&H# HP2600WDK

B&H# HP2600WIC

244.95

319.95

B&H# HP2700DK

B&H# HP2700IC

219.95

319.95

B&H# HP2700WDK

B&H# HP2700WIC

279.95

349.95

__

__

Divider Kit
Option

__
__
__
PB-2550 with
Laptop Sleeve
in position

__
__
B&H# HP2800WTBH

699.95

Porta Brace PB-2550LSO Laptop Sleeve: Fits HPRC AMRE2550W Series Cases, Porta Brace PB2550
Series Cases, Pelican 1510 Series Cases, Water-resistant 400D Packcloth Sleeve, Replaces Original Hard
Case Lid Foam, Flexible Interior Partitions (Mfr# PB-2550LSO • B&H# POPB2550LSO) ..............................................69.95

Laptop Sleeve

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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PROFESSIONAL CAMCORDER CASES
In1983, two friends, members of an elite military unit, began exchanging ideas about how backpacks and military
equipment cases could be made more modular and ergonomic. Based on their own field experience, they went on to
design a line of combat-ready gear. They named their company KATA.
Tough, durable, yet remarkably lightweight, KATA products are constructed to withstand rough treatment and harsh
conditions over long periods. KATA bags feature TST (Thermo-Shield Technology), a state-of-the-art solution that gives
the perfect protection for digital equipment while creating an extremely light product. The super-nylon outer surface is
thermo-formed in a protective “rib-shaped” construction. Underneath, a cross-linked, closed-cell PE+EVA shield is impact
and shock protective while providing comprehensive insulation against cold, heat and moisture. The internal padding
provides cushioning and vibration reduction, while the Yelloop material offers anti-scratch and anti-static lining.
The CCC-10A, CCC-1A and MCC-2A are compatible with the Kata DTS Detachable Trolley System.
CCC-10A Camcorder Case: Designed to carry a
medium-sized pro camcorder with the battery and
lens installed. Two large padded pockets, one flat
pocket along the side and a small set-up card
pocket in the top flap provide additional storage.
(Mfr # KT VA-002-10A • B&H # KACCC10A) ............................CALL
CCC-1A Camcorder Case: Designed to hold a
medium to large pro camcorder with the battery
and lens installed. It has two large padded pockets
front and rear, one flat pocket along the side, a
designated tripod plate pouch and a small set-up
card pocket in the top flap.
(Mfr # KT VA-002-1A • B&H # KACCC1A) ................................CALL

CCC-10A

CCC-1A

MCC-2A Maxi Camcorder Case: For full-sized
camcorders with battery and lens installed. It has a
full-length side pocket, 2 large padded pockets, a
small flat pocket on the reverse side, a designated
tripod plate pouch and a small set-up card pocket
integrated in the top flap.
(Mfr # KT VA-222-2A • B&H # KAMCC2A) ..............................CALL

MCC-2A

TCCT Trolley Camcorder Case: Meets strict airline
regulations for carry-on bag size and allows easy
transportation of a full sized camcorder. In some
cases, the viewfinder or lens must be removed, and
can be placed into padded pouches in the case.
An included detachable trolley makes it easier to
transport the bag. In narrow check posts (security
areas), the trolley can be removed in order to fit
airline regulations measuring box.
(Mfr # KT VA-014 • B&H # KATCCT) .......................................CALL
DTS Detachable Trolley System
Use the trolley separately or with more than one
case. Simply slide the trolley through the sleeve on
the rear of the cases for secure and easy mobility.
Detach the trolley and retract the wheels to store it.
The trolley is 40.9” open, 18.5” closed, has a weight
capacity of 55 lbs., and weighs 3.6 lbs.
(Mfr # KT VG-DTS • B&H # KADTS) .......................................50.00

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

TCCT
DTS
Detachable
Trolley System

Bag

Maximum External Size

Internal Main Compartment

Weight

CCC-10A

29.9” x 11.8” x 10.6” (LWH)

22.4” x 10.6” - 6.7” x 10.2” (LWH)

5.5 lbs.

CCC-1A

34.2” x 13.4” x 12.6” (LWH)

27.2” x 11.4” - 7.4” x 11” x 9.8” (LWH)

6.6 lbs.

MCC-2A

37” x 13.7” x 13.7” (LWH)

28.3” x 11.4” - 7.4” x 12.6” - 9.8” (LWH)

8.1 lbs.

TCCT

25” - 31” x 11” - 13” x 18.1” (LWH)

22.4” - 28.4” x 7” - 9” x 13.4” (LWH)

9.9 lbs.

www.bhphotovideo.com
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K ATA

SHOULDER & HDV / DV CASES
Kata’s CC Compact Cases feature TST rugged protection to provide the ultimate safeguard for your delicate equipment. A spacious
main compartment with modular internal division will accommodate camera and accessory set-up while the full-length external
padded pocket will provide additional storage space. The lid is secured by a wide “hook & loop” fastner and a side release buckle.
One pull allows for a quick full opening of the parallel zipper set. Both a BBS Shoulder Strap, and a padded mesh-grip are included.
The CC-191,192 and193 are compatible with the Kata DTS Detachable Trolley System.
CC-190 Small Mini-DV Case (Mfr # KTCC190 • B&H #
KACC190): With rear belt loop connectors. Fits the

Sony HC1 and similar cameras ................................70.00

CC-190, CC-191, CC-192, CC-193

CC-191 DV Case (Mfr # KTCC191 • B&H # KACC191)
Fits Canon GL2/XM2, Panasonic DVC30, JVC HD1,
Sony A1 and similar ...................................................100.00
CC-192 HDV Case (Mfr # KTCC192 • B&H #KACC192)
Fits Canon XHG1/A1, Panasonic DVX100, HVX-200,
JVC HD1U, Sony V1 and similar ..............................109.95
CC-193 HDV Case (Mfr # KTCC193 • B&H # KACC193)
Fits Canon XH A1, G1, Sony Z1, V1, Panasonic
HVX-200 and similar..................................................130.00
CC-195 HDV/DV Case (Mfr # KTCC195 • B&H # KACC195)
Fits standard non-accessorized Canon XL H1 or JVC
GY HD100 or smaller with mounted mattbox. It
features a reinforced modular bottom panel and a
unique viewfinder and microphone circumferential
protection in the form of a removable reinforced
aluminum frame.........................................................160.00

MC-61
EXO-12

CC-197 HDV/DV Case (Mfr # KTCC197 • B&H #KACC197)
Similar to the CC-195, but with space for more
accessories and a mattbox attached ..................109.95
OC-84

MC-61 GDC Multi Case (Mfr # KT MC-61 • B&H # KAMC61)
Fits Panasonic HVX-200 Canon XH A1, G1, Sony Z1,
V1 and similar with a laptop and many accessories.
OC-82 Organizer (Mfr # KT OC-82 • B&H # KAOC82)
TST on the front of the bag and a honeycomb
reinforced circumference provide ultimate
protection. Fits Canon GL2/XM2, XHA1, G1,
Panasonic DVC30, DVX100 with accessories or a
mattbox kit. Includes Insertrolley............................CALL
OC-84 Organizer (Mfr # KT OC-84 • B&H # KAOC84)
Slightly larger than the OC-82, it is supplied with an
individual laptop case and Insertrolley..............210.00
EXO-7 Mini DV Case (KT VA-EXO-7 • B&H # KAEXO7)
Accomodates a Mini-DV/HDV camcorder. A back
“service door” opens a lower compartment that
holds accessories. The lower divider can be removed
to create a larger main compartment. Specially
designed pouches are included and can be attached
to both ends of the bag ..............................................CALL
EXO-12 Mini DV Case (KT VA-EXO-12 • B&H # KAEXO12)
Slightly larger version of the EXO-7 .......................69.95

EXO-7

Bag

Maximum External Size

Internal Main Compartment

Weight

CC-190

11.8” x 6.2” x 6.2” (LWH)

10.2” x 3.9” x 4.7” (LWH)

1.1 lbs.

CC-191

16.5” x 8.6” x 8.6” (LWH)

15.7” x 7.8” x 7.8” (LWH)

2.3 lbs.

CC-192

20.9” x 8.7” x 8.7” (LWH)

19.7” x 7.9” x 7.9” (LWH)

3.2 lbs.

CC-193

22” x 10.2” x 11” (LWH)

21.2” x 8.6” x 10.2” (LWH)

3.5 lbs.

CC-195

23.6” x 12.6” x 11.8” (LWH)

22.8” x 11” x 11” (LWH)

5.7 lbs.

CC-197

27.6” x 13.6” x 12.6” (LWH)

26.4” x 11.4” x 11” (LWH)

7.3 lbs.

MC-61

20” x 12.2” x 12.6” (LWH)

19.3” x 8.3” x 10.6” (LWH)

5.5 lbs.

OC-82

15.7” x 11.8” x 7.8” (LWH)

13.3” x 9.8” x 5.5” (LWH)

4.4 lbs.

OC-84

19.6” x 15.7” x 10.2” (LWH)

18.1” x 13.3” x 6.2” (LWH)

7.2 lbs.

OC-86

29.9” x 18.8” x 12.5” (LWH)

28.3” x 17.3” x 10.2” (LWH)

10.5 lbs.

OC-88

32.2” x 12.5” x 11.8” (LWH)

29.9” x 11” x 8.6” (LWH)

9.2 lbs.

OC-97

37” x 13.7” x 12.5” (LWH)

34.6” x 12.5” x 9.4” (LWH)

12.3 lbs.

EXO-7

9.8” x 8.3” x 7.5” (LWH)

7.9” x 4.7” x 6.7” (LWH)

2.1 lbs.

EXO-12

12.6” x 8.3” x 9” (LWH)

11” x 4.7” x 8.3” (LWH)

2.5 lbs.

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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BACKPACKS & RUCKSACKS
Pro Rucksacks

Pro Backpack

Grizzly-3 Camcorder Backpack

These unique rucksacks allow quick access to
the camcorder that is located in the central
compartment, while the rest of the equipment
surrounding it remains secure. The R-101 and
R-103 have a well-padded rear compartment to
hold a small laptop or paperwork. Additional
accessories like a charger, cables and personal
essentials can be stored in the spacious
arched lid compartment and the two external
zippered pockets.

The lightweight, ultra-protective BP-502 will
carry a small or medium DV camcorder with
accessories, a laptop computer (up to 17”) and
a tripod. The main compartment includes a
unique internal dividing system which allows
preferred equipment set-ups, while the quick
access top opening ensures easy accessibility.
Accessories are stored along both sides of the
camera. Internal and external pockets provide
additional storage. A peripheral zipper
opening enables full access to all equipment
at once. The Pro Backpack is compatible with
the optional DTS Detachable Trolley System,
and includes a double-sided elements cover,
a tripod sling, securing straps, and camera
straps which are connected to the harness.
Dimensions are 17.7 x 12.2 x 23” (WHD), 8.6 lbs.
BP-502 (Mfr # KTBP502 • B&H # KABP502) ...........299.95

The Grizzly-3 is a large backpack for a full size
camcorder with the battery and lens installed.
Unique internal dividers allow you to create
compartments that meet your requirements.
Two aluminum staves reinforce the top flap to
protect the viewfinder and on-camera mic.
The extra padded main compartment opens
horizontally for easy access — even when the
case is on your back. Five pockets provide
various storage options while protecting your
equipment by separating it from your personal
effects. Carry the Grizzly-3 on your back with
the advanced harness system or by hand using
the interlocking handle. You can carry in on
your shoulder with an optional shoulder strap
or wheel it with the optional DTS Detachable
Trolley System.
Grizzly-3 (Mfr # KT VA-500-3•B&H # KAG3) .........550.00

R-101 Rucksack (Mfr # KTR101• B&H # KAR101R)
Fits a mini-HDV/DV camcorder up to the size of
a Canon GL2 or Sony A1 with accessories.
7 x 15.7 x 12.5” (WHD), 3.3 lbs.........................129.95
R-102 Rucksack (Mfr # KTR102 • B&H # KAR102RS)
Fits an HDV/DV camcorder up to the size of a
Panasonic DVX100. Dimensions are 7 x 20.8 x
14.1” (WHD), it weighs 3.7 lbs.........................154.95
R-103 Rucksack (Mfr # KTR103 • B&H # KAR103RS)
Fits DV camcorders such as the Canon GL-2
and Panasonic DVX100 plus accessories, tapes,
batteries, filters, charger, cables and personal
essentials. Dimensions are 7.8 x 20.8 x 14.1”
(WHD), and it weighs 3.7 lbs..........................179.95

R-102
Rucksack

R-106 Rucksack (Mfr # KTR106 • B&H # KAR106RS)
Fits the Sony EX-1, Panasonic HVX-200,
Canon A1/G1 and similar sized camcorders.
Accessories such as media, batteries, filters,
charger, cables can be stored in surrounding
compartments. A large rear compartment
holds most laptops up to 17”. 12.9 x 22.2 x 14.1”
(WHD), and it weighs 9 lbs.................................CALL
HB-207 Backpack

Pro Hiker Backpacks
These backpacks fit the Canon XH A1/G1, Sony
Z1/V1, Panasonic HVX200, and similar sized
camcorders plus accessories. Two soft TST
open pockets can be used for water bottles,
small tripods or a monopod. An assortment of
external pockets provide the ultimate carrying
solution for outdoor videographers. A tripod
can be attached to the front or side of the
backpack. The advanced harness system allows
for the ultimate adjustment of all features.

BP-502
Backpack

HB-205 Backpack (Mfr # HB205 • B&H # KAHB205)
10.2 x 19.6 x 12.5” (WHD), it weighs 5.5 lbs225.00
HB-207 Backpack (Mfr # HB207 • B&H # KAHB207)
A larger version of the HB-205 with a large rear
compartment for a laptop up to 17”. A top
compartment holds a variety of accessories.
11.8 x 25.2 x 15.3” (WHD), weighs 6.1 lbs ....265.00
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TRIPOD CASES
Tripoaction Tripod Carriers

Triposoft Soft Tripod Bag

Triporigid Rigid Tripod Bag

Tripoaction carriers are the perfect cases for
medium-sized field tripods with a variety of
head sizes. An extra wide zippered opening
extends the entire length for quick access to
your tripod. An external zippered pocket can
stow a tripod-plate and other accessories. The
yellow interior, zipper pulls and accents make
for easy visibility, even on darkened sets.

Triposofts are padded, rugged, lightweight
cases that are available in two varying lengths
designed to fit a variety of large field tripods
with different heads. They have reinforced,
padded edges to protect the sensitive head
and leg tips. They can be carried with the BSS
shoulder strap, interlocking handles, or with
the optional DTS Detachable Trolley System.

Triporigid bags offer a rigid protective carrying
solution to fit a variety of large and heavy field
tripods with different heads. The Omega
concealed harness system allows backpack
carrying while leaving your hands free. These
bags are reinforced with aluminum staves and
Toblerone shock absorbers. Triporigid bags are
DTS Detachable Trolley System compatible.

Tripoaction-41 (Mfr # KT VE-104-41• B&H # KATS41)
7.5 x 7.5 x 34.6” (WHD), it weighs 2 lbs .......130.00

Triposoft-1 (Mfr # KT VE-104-1• B&H# KATB1S)
8.5 x 8 x 37.5” (WHD), it weighs 3.3 lbs .......220.00

Triporigid-1 (Mfr # KT VE-105-1• B&H# KATB1R)
9.8 x 9.8 x 38.6” (WHD), it weighs 6.6 lbs ...220.00

Tripoaction-42 (Mfr # KT VE-104-42 • B&H # KATS42)
7.5 x 7.5 x 42.5” (WHD), it weighs 2.4 lbs ....145.00

Triposoft-2 (Mfr # KT VE-104-2 • B&H# KATB2S)
9.5 x 7.5 x 42.5” (WHD), it weighs 3.5 lbs .245.00L

Triporigid-2 (Mfr # KT VE-105-2 • B&H# KATB2R)
9.8 x 9.8 x 43.5” (WHD), it weighs 7 lbs ..........CALL

LIGHTING CASES
Palms Advanced Lighting Cases

Organizer Lighting Cases

These soft reinforced cases
carry a variety of accessories
and sensitive equipment
primarily used for lighting
kits. A reinforced plate forms
the base, on which are mounted
the two halves of the case, each
shaped like the palm of a hand.
Based on the architectural principle
of the arch, they provide the equipment with complete protection.
They hold lights and power supplies in the main compartment, and
four stands in the side pockets. An aluminum pole handle allows for
balanced carrying even when the center of gravity changes. These
cases are supplied with the DTS Detachable Trolley.

Organizer Lighting Cases are designed to
withstand harsh use in any environment.
Kata’s TST technology on the front of the
bags and a honeycomb reinforced
circumference provide ultimate protection.
The main deep compartment fits 3 to 4
lights and up to 4 stands. It can be
customized with the provided dividers
and Modi-Vers. A secondary compartment
holds cables, gels, plus other accessories.
A large external padded pocket for personal effects and an internal
accessory pocket panel allow for additional storage solutions. These
cases feature strong padded handles for for top and side carrying,
and include the DTS Detachable Trolley.

Palms-1 (Mfr # KT VC-251-1• B&H # KAP1)
Dimensions are 16.5 x 11 x 33.4” (WHD), and it
weighs 13.2 lbs............................................350.00

OC-86 (Mfr # KT OC-86 • B&H # KAOC86)
Dimensions are 18.8 x 12.5 x 29.9” (WHD),
and it weighs 10.5 lbs ......................390.00

Palms-2 (Mfr # KT VC-251-2 • B&H # KAP2Q)
Dimensions are 16.9 x 11.4 x 39.3” (WHD), and
it weighs 15.4 lbs ........................................400.00

OC-88 (Mfr # KT OC-88 • B&H # KAOC88)
Dimensions are 12.6 x 11.8 x 32.2” (WHD),
and it weighs 9.9 lbs ........................360.00

Palms-3 (Mfr # KT VC-251-3 • B&H # KAP3Q)
Dimensions are 20.4 x 11 x 44.8” (WHD), and it
weighs 16.7 lbs............................................480.00

OC-97 (Mfr # KT OC-97 • B&H # KAOC97)
Dimensions are 14.1 x 12.6 x 37” (WHD),
and it weighs 12.3 lbs ..........................CALL
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RAIN COVERS
Kata Rain Covers are each fabricated from
waterproof material with crystal clear TPU
panels for easy view of the camera’s
controls. They slip on easily and quickly to
protect your camcorder from sudden rain
showers and are secured in place by a quick
pull of two drawstrings. An adjustable hood
protects the lens from moisture, while the
viewfinder and mic are protected by flexible
sleeves with strong elastic cuffs. All Kata
Rain Covers are made to protect your gear
down to the smallest detail while increasing
your working efficiency.

Flexible sleeves with strong
elastic cuffs protect
viewfinder and mic

Front and back Hook & Loop “lip seal”
openings allow for the extraction of shoulder
strap, mini-light or wireless antenna.
Modular removable
sleeves enable the
extraction of the
shoulder strap, wireless
antenna, viewfinder,
etc. (not in all models)

Stiff
polypropylene
hood can be
adjusted to fit
a variety of
lens sizes
(not all models)

Clear panel on
the camera’s control
side allows full access
from the bottom.

RC-1 Rain Cover (Mfr # KT VA-801-1• B&H # KARC1)
For full-size camcorders...................................................................................140.00

RC-15 Rain Cover (Mfr # KT VA-801-15 • B&H # KARC15)
For Sony Z1, FX1, Panasonic HVX200 or similar sized camcorders......99.95

RC-10 Rain Cover (Mfr # KT VA-801-10 • B&H # KARC10)
For medium-size pro camcorders such as the Sony DSR-570 ...........115.00

RC-17 Rain Cover (Mfr # KT VA-801-17 • B&H # KARC17)
For small, horizontally held camcorders ......................................................34.95

RC-11 Rain Cover (Mfr # KT VA-801-11• B&H # KARC11)
For the Canon XL-1/S, XL2 or similar sized camcorders..........................79.95

RC-18 Rain Cover (Mfr # KT VA-801-18 • B&H # KARC18)
For Mini-DV and Digital-8 camcorders .........................................................60.00

RC-13 Rain Cover (Mfr # KT VA-801-13 • B&H # KARC13)
For Canon GL2, Sony HC1 or similar sized camcorders ...........................70.00

RC-HD3 Rain Cover (Mfr # KT VA-801-3 • B&H # KARCHD3)
For full-size high-definition camcorders ...................................................165.00

RC-14 Rain Cover (Mfr # KT VA-801-14 • B&H # KARC14): For Canon XH-A1/G1, Panasonic DVX100, Sony VX2100 and or similar sized camcorders.......................84.00

CAMERA GLOVES
Camera Gloves are custom tailored to fit your camera like a glove: snug, with no
loose ends, offering the ultimate protection from dust, extreme elements, dirt,
bumps and scratches. Features include a quick opening door to acess the tape,
control buttons and panels; an adjustable battery wrap to accommodate all
battery sizes; and silent-action Auto-Recover zippers.
CG-4 Gloves (Mfr # KT VA-601-4 • B&H# KACG4): For
Sony DSR Series and similar sized ............260.00

CG-9 Gloves (Mfr# KT VA-601-9 • B&H# KACG9): For
Sony XD cam Series and similar sized.....260.00

CG-5 Gloves (Mfr # KT VA-601-5 • B&H# KACG5): For
Thomson LDK Series and similar sized ...260.00

CG-10 Gloves (Mfr# KT VA-601-10 • B&H# KACG10): For
JVC GY-DV camcorders.................................260.00

CG-1 Gloves (Mfr # KT VA-601-1• B&H # KACG1): For
Sony BVW Series and similar sized...........260.00

CG-6 Gloves (Mfr # KT VA-601-6 • B&H# KACG6): For
Panasonic camcorders..................................260.00

CG-11 Gloves (Mfr# KT VA-601-11• B&H# KACG11): For
Panasonic DSX and HD Series....................260.00

CG-2 Gloves (Mfr # KT VA-601-2 • B&H# KACG2): For
Sony SX Series and similar sized ...............260.00

CG-7 Gloves (Mfr# KT VA-601-7 • B&H# KACG7): For
Ikegami camcorders ......................................260.00

CG-12 Gloves (Mfr# KT VA-601-12 • B&H# KACG12): For
Panasonic SPX (P2 Series)............................260.00

CG-3 Gloves (Mfr # KT VA-601-3 • B&H# KACG3): For
Sony HD camcorder.......................................260.00

CG-8 Gloves (Mfr# KT VA-601-8 • B&H# KACG8): For
Sony DXC Series and similar sized............260.00

CG-13 Gloves (Mfr# KT VA-601-13 • B&H# KACG13): For
Sony DSR400 and DSR 450..........................260.00
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CASES
DV / HDV Guards
Designed to provide day to day working
protection for your camcorder, DV
Guards are created from semi-rigid,
closed cell foam and fabric lamination,
and are tailor fit to a specific camcoder.
They maintain all working functionality
while safeguarding your camera from
knocks, bumps, scratches, dust, and dirt.
The design matches itself to the contour
of each camcorder model, while transparent windows, dedicated
cable connecting slots and quick-access pull flaps to buttons and
controls all easy monitoring and operating of all functions.
DVG-51 DV Guard (Mfr # KT VA-605-51• B&H # KADVG51)
For the Panasonic AG-HVX200. It weighs 8.2 oz ..............................150.00
DVG-52 DV Guard (Mfr # KT VA-605-52 • B&H # KADVG52)
For the Sony HVR-Z1 or HDR-FX1. It weighs 7.8 oz..........................149.95
DVG-53 DV Guard (Mfr # KT VA-605-53 • B&H # KADVG53)
For the Canon XLH1 or XL2. It weighs 7.4 oz.....................................149.95
DVG-54 DV Guard (Mfr # KT VA-605-54 • B&H # KADVG54)
For the JVC GY-HD100/110/200/250. It weighs 6.9 oz ....................149.95
DVG-57 DV Guard (Mfr # KT VA-605-57 • B&H # KADVG57)
For the Canon XH-A1 or XH-G1. It weighs 5.6 oz ..............................149.95

Koala Pouches

Portable LCD Monitor Cases
MOMO cases securely enclose
and protect your monitor for
transport to the location. When
in use, it supplies a secure
working platform which you
can adjust to meet your needs.
The case is carried with a
carrying handle or with the
included shoulder strap.
MOMO-4 (Mfr # KT VB-004 • B&H # KAM4Q)
For 8”-10” flat LCD monitors. 10.2 x 10.2 x 12.5” (WHD) ....................179.95
MOMO-17 (Mfr # KT VB-002-17 • B&H # KAM17Q): Fits 17” LCD monitors such
as the Panasonic BT-LH 1700W and the JVC DT-V17L2DU ..............CALL
LCM Portable Monitor Cases provide comfortable transport and
working operation as well as excellent protection for your monitor.
They allow easy connection to a camcorder or tripod.
LCM-1 (Mfr # KT VB-160-1• B&H # KALCM1): Fits most 4-7” portable LCD
monitors. Dimensions are 5.5 x 2.3-4.6 x 8.6” (WHD) ......................109.95
LCM-9 (Mfr # KT VB-002-9 • B&H # KALCM9)
Fits most 8”-9” LCD monitors such as Panasonic BT LH 900A. The
back panel functions as a supporting leg. A simple internal strap
system allows you to adjust the viewing angle..............................109.95

Hexabag Stands Organizer

Audio professionals can
enjoy quality and style
with Koala mixer pouches.
Koala’s organize essential
sound equipment while
keeping it conveniently
close at hand. In Koala’s
mixer and wireless
compartments, cables stay
tangle-free. Just stow them in the storage area of the case and feed
them through the connection ports. All Koala’s come with a BSS
shoulder strap, and can be used with the optional OVH harness.
Koala-1 (Mfr # KT VD-111• B&H # KAK1MC): Fits Shure FP-31/32/32A/FP33 or
other small mixers. Dimensions are 6.5 x 9.5 x 11.8” (WHD) ...........190.00
Koala-2 (Mfr # KT VD-112 • B&H # KAK2MC): Fits large mixers such as SQN,
WENDT or other 4 channel mixers. 7.8 x 9.8 x 16.1” (WHD) .............210.00
Koala-3 (Mfr # KT VD-113 • B&H # KAK3MC): Fits medium sized mixers like
Sound Devices 442. Dimensions are 6.5 x 9.8 x 13.8” (WHD) .........205.00
Koala-4 (Mfr # KT VD-114 • B&H # KAK4MC): Fits Sound Devices 302 or other
2-3 channel mixers. Dimensions are 5.9 x 6.2 x 16.5” (WHD) .........180.00
OVH Sound Harness (Mfr # KT VG-611• B&H # KAH)
Designed for carrying the Koala in the front position .....................88.00

Sturdy, protective
Hexabags unfurl to
reveal 6 deep cylindrical
pockets for packing and
organizing light stands,
gell rolls, mic stands or
other long accessories.
Its innovative design
makes it easy to retrieve
items by simply opening
the padded lid. Hexabag
handles have comfortable extra-long handgrips that provide ideal
balance for carrying loads of varying weight distribution. The
Hexabag-3 includes a DTS Detachable Trolley.
Hexabag-1 (Mfr # KT VE-110-1• B&H # KAHB1)
Small organizer with 6 deep cylindrical pockets for accessories up to
29” long. Dimensions are 10.6 x 10.6 x 31.5”, weighs 4.4 lbs.........285.00
Hexabag-2 (Mfr # KT VE-110-2 • B&H # KAHB2)
Medium organizer with 6 deep cylindrical pockets for accessories up
to 37” long. Dimensions are 10.6 x 10.6 x 39.4”, weighs 5.3 lbs...300.00
Hexabag-3 (Mfr # KT VE-110-3 • B&H # KAHB3)
Large organizer with 6 deep cylindrical pockets for accessories up to
43” long. Dimensions are 13.7 x 11.8 x 45.8”, weighs 8.6 lbs ........325.00
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CAMERA BAGS
Inspired by the traditional doctor’s bag, the Dr. Petrol camera carrier semi
hard equipment bag is uniquely designed to hold a camera and accessories
comfortably and securely, and offer fast and easy access to its contents. The
hinged top unzips smoothly and opens extra wide to the generous central
compartment. Inside there is ample room for inserting a camera fully
equipped, without disturbing the mic, viewfinder, or mattebox system.
PDRB-6
Detachable padded dividers help secure contents and can be custom
configured into pockets for important accessories like batteries, camera
PDRB-5
light. Contents are cradled on all sides by layers of cushioned orange fabric.
Upper panels of shockproof cold molded laminate safeguard equipment and provide extra protection. Additional features include an exterior side pocket for additional storage, detachable straps to attach to a separate trolley, U-Grip ergonomic interlock carrying handle, adjustable ergonomic padded shoulder strap, and Petrol’s dual directional easy-glide
zippers. The carrier’s exterior is constructed of heavy duty blue and black Cordura.
PDRB-1 Dr. Petrol Bag:
For Sony PDX -10 or TRV series; Canon GL-1 or
GL-2; Panasonic DVC-30 or AG-HSC1 or similar
sized camcorders up to 13” long. 15.7 x 8.7 x
10.2”, 3.7 lbs. (Mfr # PDRB-1• B&H # PEPDRB1) .......99.95
PDRB-2 Dr. Petrol Bag:
For Sony PD-100/150/170, or HVR-V1; Panasonic
DVX-100/A/B; JVC GYD-300E or similar sized
camcorders up to 15” long. Its dimensions are
17.7 x 9.6 x 11.8”, and it weighs 4.7 lbs.
(Mfr # PDRB-2 • B&H # PEPDRB2) .............................139.95
PDRB-3 Dr. Petrol Bag:
For Sony HVR-FX1, Z1, V1; Panasonic DVC-15,
AG-HVX200, DVX-100/A/B; JVC JYD-300E;
Canon XL-1S/XL-2, XL-H1, XH-G1, XH-A1 or
similar sized camcorders up to 15” long.
20.9 x 11.2 x 10”, 5.5 lbs.
(Mfr # PDRB-3 • B&H # PEPDRB3) .............................149.95
PDRB-4 Dr. Petrol Bag:
For Sony HVR-FX1, Z1, V1; Panasonic DVC-15,
AG-HVX200, DVX-100/A/B; JVC JYD-300E,
GY-HD100/110/200/250; Canon XL-1S/XL-2,
XL-H1, XH-G1/A1 or similar sized camcorders up
to 21” long. 23 x 13 x 11.8”, 7.3 lbs.
(Mfr # PDRB-4 • B&H # PEPDRB4) .............................199.95
PDRB-5 Dr. Petrol Bag:
For Sony DSR-250, 400, 450, D-600; Panasonic
DVC-200, DVC PRO line; or similar sized cameras
up to 26” long. 27.6 x 13.8 x 13.8”, 8.6 lbs.
(Mfr # PDRB-5 • B&H # PEPDRB5) .............................279.95
PDRB-6 Dr. Petrol Bag:
For Panasonic DVC Pro-line or HDW-27E; Sony
D-600, D790, D970, XD-CAM, HDW-700A,
F900R or F950; or similar-sized camcorders up
to 29” long. 30.7 x 13 x 13.8”, 9 lbs.
(Mfr # PDRB-6 • B&H # PEPDRB6) .............................294.95
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U-BAGS
A proprietary ultrawide U opening allows for insertion of the camera without disturbing
the viewfinder or mic. Floor and viewfinder compartments are reinforced with exclusive
cold-molded laminate panels. Bottom risers offer protection from below. These U bags
feature accessory pockets, an ergonomic handle, a padded strap, 3 removable dividers
for custom configuration, and an exterior that is covered in water-resistant Cordura.

PCUB-3

PCUB-HD
PCUB-1

PCUB-1N U-Bag (Mfr # PCUB-1N • B&H # PEPCUB1)
Internal dimensions are 7.7” x 9” x 17.3” (WHD), and it weighs 7 lbs...................................169.95
PCUB-2 U-Bag (Mfr # PCUB-2 • B&H # PEPCUB2)
Internal dimensions are 6.3-11.4” x 13” x 22.5-24.4” (WHD), and it weighs 9.1 lbs ..........274.95
PCUB-3 U-Bag (Mfr # PCUB-3 • B&H # PEPCUB3)
Internal dimensions are 6.3-11.4” x 13” x 26.4-28.8” (WHD), and it weighs 10.8 lb..........299.95
PCUB-3R Rolling U-Bag (Mfr # PCUB-3R • B&H # PEPCUB3R)
Designed to carry a professional/broadcast camcorder with accessories. The case is
transported by a using the built-in wheel & tote assembly, overlapping carrying handles
or the over-the-shoulder strap. 8.1 x 12.6 x 25.6-27.6” (WHD), and it weighs 13.3 lb.....329.95
PCUB-HD U-Bag (Mfr # PCUB-HD • B&H # PEPCUBHD)
Designed to hold a fully equipped Canon XL-H1 or JVC GY-HD100 and similar sized
cameras. Internal dimensions are 8.2” x 11.8” x 21.2” (WHD), and it weighs 7.6 lb..........239.95
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CAMERA BAGS
Camera Accessory Bags

Pro Bags for Medium Camcorders

A semi-rigid
padded carrier
for small video
camera outfits
that has dual
run around
zippers for
easy access.
A top lid with
PCAB-1
a run around
cover protects the bag from unexpected
showers. A soft orange fabric interior makes
it easier to find the equipment. A basement
compartment offers more cushioned accessory
space. The bags have two levels and six
padded removeable dividers.

The ideal lightweight carrying system for MiniDV and
other small camcorders. They feature sturdy exterior
straps, and three removable dividers for custom
configuration.
PMCCB-1 Mini Compact Camera Bag: Dimensions
are 5.9 x 8.3 x 14.2” (WxHxD), weighs 3.6 lbs.
(Mfr # PMCCB-1• B&H # PEPMCCB1) .......................................84.95
PCCB-1-N Small Compact Camera Bag: Dimensions
are 7.8 x 9 x 16.8” (WxHxD), weighs 5.1 lbs.
(Mfr # PCCB-1N • B&H # PEPCCB1N) ......................................119.95
PCCB-2-N Large Compact Camera Bag:
Dimensions are 8.2 x 9.4 x 18.5” (WxHxD), weighs 5.5 lbs. (Mfr # PCCB-2N • B&H # PEPCCB2N) .............129.95

Camera Cage—Hard Shell Camera Cases

PCAB-1 (Mfr # PCAB-1• B&H # PEPCAB1)
10.2 x 10.6 x 16.1” (WHD), 8.4 lbs....................219.95
PCAB-2R (Mfr # PCAB-2R • B&H # PEPCAB2R)
With built-in trolley and wheels. 11 x 12.4 x 20”
(WHD), it weighs 10.5 lbs.................................299.95

Built around a revolutionary internal skeleton that
provides unprecedented durability, the lightweight
Camera Cages deliver hard shell protection with thick
foam padding and thermoformed panels. The unique
domed lid provides additional storage room. An exterior
back pocket holds the included rain cover.

PCAB-3 (Mfr # PCAB-3 • B&H # PEPCAB3)
11.8 x 14.6 x 24” (WHD), it weighs 14 lbs .....299.95

PCC-1 Camera Cage 1 (Mfr # PCC-1• B&H # PEPCC1): Interior
dimensions are 7.5 x 11.4 x 21.9” (WxHxD), 7.9 lbs..........249.95

PCAB-3R (Mfr # PCAB-3R • B&H # PEPCAB3R)
With built-in trolley and wheels. 11.8 x 14.6 x 24”
(WHD), it weighs 17.2 lbs .................................329.95

PCC-1 Camera Cage 1

PCC-2 Camera Cage 2 (Mfr # PCC-2 • B&H # PEPCC2): Interior
dimensions are 9.4 x 12.2 x 28˝ (WxHxD), 11.4 lbs ..........324.95

Mini Camera Accessory Bag
Wingbags
A lightweight,
versatile camera
bag, tailored
especially for
Sony HDV and
Panasonic DVX
camcorders. It
features multi-layered
foam wall construction with
reinforced panels, water resistant cordura
fabric, and heavy-duty dual-directional zippers.

The top lid’s dual directional run-around “up side down”
zippers open quickly for easy access. Inside, layers of bright
orange padded fabric cradle and safeguard sensitive
equipment. Two removable dividers can be custom
configured to provide extra security and protection.
Exterior zippered pockets on all four sides offer even
more options for storage. Features include Petrol’s U-Grip
ergonomic carrying handle and padded adjustable
shoulder strap. The bag’s exterior is constructed of heavy
duty waterproof blue and black Cordura.
PMCAB-1: Interior dimensions are 11 x 9.1 x 7.9” (LWH), 4 lbs. (Mfr # PMCAB-1• B&H # PEPMCAB1) ..........129.95

Accessories for Camera Bags

PWB-HDV Wingbag
Dimensions are 6.9 x 6.1 x 17.7” (WHD), it weighs
6.7 lb. (Mfr # PWB-HDV • B&H # PEPWBHDV)........179.95

PUBP Adjustable Harness
A special attachable backpack harness, the PUBP fits the PMCCB-1,
PCCB-1-N, PCCB-2-N, PCUB-1, and PMUB-1 camcorder bags, and changes
them into a backpack. (Mfr # PUBP • B&H # PEPUBP) .........................................36.50

PWR-HDV Rolling Wingbag
Similar to the Wingbag, but with a telescoping
tote bar and inline skate wheels. Its dimensions
are 6.3 x 9.6 x 18.3” (WHD), it weighs 8.9 lb.
(Mfr # PWR-HDV • B&H # PEPWR-HDV) ...................199.95

PRC-U Universal Rain Cover
Constructed of sturdy 100% waterproof black nylon for additional safe
guard against weather, dust, and dampness. It fits snugly over the
PBPC-1N, PCBP-1, PCBP-3, PMCK-1 and similar size bags. It measures
15.7 x 13 x 35” (WxHxD). (Mfr # PRC-U • B&H # PEPRCU) .....................................37.50

PRC-U
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BACKPACKS
PMCK-1 Mini DV/HDV Camcorder Backpack

PCBP-3N Cocoon

Ergonomically contoured, comfortable backpack is a versatile carrier for Mini DV and HDV
camcorders. Multi-layered walls of shock
absorbent foam padding provide gear with
maximum protection. Removable dividers,
accessory pouch, and a zippered base store
accessories. Interior dimensions measure
19.3 x 11.4 x 7.6˝ (LxWxH), weighs 4 lbs.
(Mfr # PMCK-1 • B&H # PEPMCK1).........................144.95

Petrol’s versatile PCBP-3N Is the ideal way
to transport your camcorder and laptop
while traveling or hiking to hard to reach
locations. Ergonomically contoured,
padded breast and hip straps provide
better distribution for fast and easy access
of weight and more comfortable carrying.
The bag’s bright orange padded interior
has ample room for storing cameras such
as JVC GY-HD100, Canon XL-H1, or similar
size HDV camcorder without disturbing
the mic or viewfinder. Removable dividers
offer extra protection and create pockets
for securing a light, batteries, cables, etc. A secondary two side’s
zippered compartment at the back side will easily hold and cradle a
laptop computer with up to a 17” screen. Other features include exterior
front and side accessory pockets (ideal for keys, pens, wallet etc.),
interior mesh pocket for additional storage, padded top carrying handle,
Petrol’s dual directional easy-glide zippers for fast and easy access, and
exterior straps for carrying a tripod. Constructed of heavy duty ballistic
nylon In Petrol blue and black. Interior dimensions are 20 x 12.2 x 7.1”
(LWH), weighs 6.4 lbs. (Mfr# PCBP-3N • B&H# PEPCBP3N) ...............................269.95

PMLCB-2
Mini Laptop/Camera Backpack
Padded ballistic nylon backpack designed
to carry a camcorder up to 16” long, with a
padded rear section that will contain a 15”
laptop comfortably. Two zippered exterior
auxiliary side pockets are ideal for storing
additional accessories. Ergonomically
contoured with padded shoulder straps for optimal carrying comfort.
Interior dimensions are 16.5 x 11.8 x 7” (LWH), weighs 4 lbs.
(Mfr# PMLCB-2 • B&H# PEPMLCB2) ................................................................................99.95

PCBP-2N “Broadcast Trailer”
Professional Camera Backpack
Transports full-size broadcast cameras like
the Panasonic AG-HPX500. Equipped with
padded shoulder straps, an adjustable sternum waist strap, a cushioned back support,
and a collapsible cover to protect the backpack when it is not in use. Two fully padded
compartments safeguard contents. Six
removable dividers create pockets for
organizing light, batteries, cables, etc. The
upper compartment has internal adjustable
binding straps and Petrol’s proprietary sliding
pipe system (SPS) to secure the camera. Viewfinder compartment is
reinforced with cold-molded laminate panels for extra protection. Nine
exterior pockets for additional storage. 16.1 x 13.8 x 33.1” (WHD) .............CALL

PCBP-1 “Papoose”
Carry your equipment in style. This professional backpack is ideal for strenuous,
“on-the-move” camera work when travel and
hiking to locations is required. Interior hugs
the camera in thick foam padding. Movable
dividers aid customization. Complete with a
separate padded pouch to double protect a
laptop computer when tucked inside.
Bright orange soft interior. Smaller zippered back compartment. Interior
dimensions are 17.7 x 11.8 x 5.3” (LWH). An optional padded divider kit is
available to organize smaller items.
(Mfr # PCBP-1 • B&H # PEPCBP1) .................................................................................................199.95
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PCTB-3 Camlap Trolley Backpack
A roll-along professional camera backpack
ideal for the PMW-EX1 and similar-size
HDV/DV camcorders. Dual directional
zippers extending from top to bottom
and an ultra-wide U-shaped opening offer
fast and easy access to contents. Inside
the generous main chamber, internal
adjustable binding straps and Petrol’s
proprietary sliding pipe system (SPS)
secure the camera. Four removable rigid
dividers can be custom configured into
pockets to organize accessories. Contents
are protected on all sides by layers of
durable cushioned fabric. A second,
padded rear pocket easily holds and cradles a laptop computer with up
to a 17” screen. This ergonomic backpack folds away and stores easily
when not in use. It features heavy-duty inline wheels, an adjustable
trolley handle, and polypropylene-injected legs that lift and safeguard
the bottom of the bag from damage. Has an open side pocket for water
bottle,envelope-style zippered side pocket for additional storage, and
an exterior zippered front pocket with personal organizer. Exterior is
constructed of heavy-duty blue and black Cordura and ballistic nylon.
14.2 x 12.8 x 21.3”(WxHxD). (Mfr # PCTB3 • B&H # PEPCTB3) ...........................269.95

PCTP-2 Camlap Trolley Backpack
Water-resistant cordura nylon bag with back compartment for up to
17” laptop, two side accessories pockets and front compartment for DV
camera. Retractable handle, built-in wheels. Fits the Sony HVR-A1, Canon
GL-2 and Panasonic AG-HSC1. (Mfr # PCTB-2 • B&H # PEPCTB2) ....................149.95
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ASSORTED CASES
Rain Covers

Lightporter Equipment Case

The ultimate
weather protection
for your camera
while you shoot.
Petrol rain
covers come in
six sizes from
Betacam to Mini-DV
camcorders. Now
with extra-large clear vinyl windows to view
camera controls and cassette opening. An
opening for sunguns is equipped with a
thermoforming gasket to keep out dampness.
The PRC-DV and PRC-PA (DVX) for small DV
camcorders even offer a contoured raincover
to protect flip-out monitor screens while in
open position.

These water-resistant cordura, padded, semi-hard
carriers are designed to carry portable lighting
equipment, storing up to 3 light heads as well as
stands no longer than 35”. The main (lower)
compartment is dividable for light heads and
cables, and the upper compartment holds stands
and accessories.

For HVR-A1U:
Small (Mfr # PRC-A1S • B&H # PEPRCA1S) ...............69.95
Large (Mfr # PRC-A1L • B&H # PEPRCA1L) ...............79.95

PLPR-4 (Mfr # PLPR-4 • B&H # PEPLPR4)
For portable lighting equipment with 3 lights
and 3 stands. Dimensions are 9.45 x 11 x 28.3”
(WHD), and it weighs 8.9 lbs .........................254.50

PLPR-5 (Mfr # PLPR-5 • B&H # PEPLPR5)
For portable lighting equipment with 4 lights
and 4 stands. Dimensions are 11 x 13 x 35”
(WHD), and it weighs 11.5 lbs........................299.95

Hard Shell Lighting Cases
These portable hard-shell cases have a rugged honeycomb-reinforced
frame to ensure that your delicate lighting kits will be protected during
transit. These suitcase style bags feature rugged run-around zippers, top
and side handles, a bright orange interior and an array of movable, hook
and loop fabric covered dividers for your custom configuration.

GL-2 (Mfr # PRC-MDV • B&H # PEPRCMDV)..............79.95

PLC3 (Mfr # PLC-3 • B&H # PEPLC3) For kits with up to 2 heads and accessories.
Measures 12.6 x 10 x 26.7” (WxHxD), weighs 22 lbs ...................................319.95

Sony DSR-PD170, Canon XH-G1/XH-A1
(Mfr # PRC-DV • B&H # PEPRCDV) ..............................84.95

PLC4 (Mfr # PLC-4 • B&H # PEPLC4) For kits with up to 3 heads and accessories.
Measures 12.6 x 10 x 30.7” (WxHxD), weighs 24.4 lbs................................379.95

Sony HDR-FX1 or HVR-Z1U

PLC5 (Mfr # PLC-5 • B&H # PEPLC5) For kits with up to 4 heads and accessories.
Measures 14.6 x 10 x 35.8” (WxHxD), weigs 28.6 lbs...................................429.95

(Mfr # PRC-S-HDV • B&H # PEPRCHDV) ......................84.95

Panasonic DVX-100/HVX-200
(Mfr # PRC-PA-DVX-N • B&H # PEPRCPN) ...................89.95

For Canon XL-1 and XL-2, JVC GY-HD100
(Mfr # PRC-XL • B&H # PEPRCXL).......................................99.95

For small full-size camcorders like the DSR-250,
Canon XL-1 (Mfr # PRC-1 • B&H # PEPRC1) .........124.95
For large full-size camcorders like the Sony
DSR-400 (Mfr # PRC-2 • B&H # PEPRC2) ...............139.95

Eargonizer Audio Organizer Cases
Keeps sound gear—audio mixers, recorders, and accessories safe,
orderly, and workable on the job with easy access to all panels,
storage pouches, and dividers. Each of these case designs
accommodates specific mixers, DAT, and other audio gear.
PEG-Z1: 4.7 x 7.5 x 12.4” (WxHxD), (Mfr # PEGZ-1• B&H # PEPEGZ1) .....219.95
PEG-Z1F: (Mfr # PEGZ-1F • B&H # PEPEGZ1F) Same as the PEG-Z1, but with
a front compartment for a mixer......................................................229.95

LCD Monitor Cases

PEG-Z2: 6.9 x 7.3 x 13.4” (WxHxD) (Mfr # PEGZ-2 • B&H # PEPEGZ2) .....................................................................239.95

Padded monitor
protection with a
top flap. Envelope
style opening aids
shading and
viewing, with vents
through the back
to connect the
power. Exterior side pocket for accessories.

PEG-Z3: 7.8 x 8.2 x 14.9” (WxHxD) (Mfr # PEGZ-3 • B&H # PEPEGZ3) .....................................................................274.95

For 4.5 to 7.5” LCD Monitors
(Mfr # PLCD-2 • B&H # PEPLCD2) ................................99.95
For 9” LCD Monitors (eg. Panasonic LH-900)
(Mfr # PLCD-3 • B&H # PEPLCD3) .............................139.95
For Sony 9” LMD Series (LMD- 9020/9030/9050)
(Mfr # PLMD-2 • B&H # PEPLMD2) ...........................149.95

PWRB-2 Wireless System Case
Customizable briefcase-style carrier made to carry and protect any wireless microphone system or
other sensitive equipment. It employs thermoformed panels that offer protection for your wireless
systems. A zippered top mesh plastic clear pocket holds antennas and wiring for easy viewing.
Measures 9.25 x 7.67 x 3.34˝ (LxWxH) (Mfr # PWRB-2 • B&H # PEPWRB2) ..............................................................59.95

PSDMB-302 Audio Mixer Case
Designed to carry mixers from Sound Devices (302), and Wendt.
Free access to all mixer panels (side, back and top). Multiple
pockets on front & sides to hold batteries, connectors, cassettes,
etc. Movable dividers in main compartment. 2 expandable
snap-on pouches house transmitter or receivers. Measures 8.9 x
2 x 6.7”. (Mfr # PSDMB(302) • B&H # PEPSDMB302) ................................144.95

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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FULL-TIME PROTECTION CASES
SHOULDER CASES
Camcorder
Ikegami DNS-33
Ikegami HL-DV5, HL-DV7W
Ikegami HDL-V90

Model No.

B&H No.

Price

SC-DNS33

POSCDNS33

349.95

SC-V7W

POSCV7W

349.95

SC-V90

POSCV90

349.95

JVC GY-DV5000U, GY-DV51000U

SC-DV5000U

POSCDV5000U

349.95

Panasonic AJ-HPX2000/3000, AJ-SPC700, AJ-SPX800/900

SC-HPX2000

POSCHPX2000

349.95

Shoulder Cases

Panasonic AJ-HPX500

SC-HPX500

POSCHPX500

329.95

SC-AJ700

POSCAJ700

329.95

The Shoulder Case is a custom-tailored
padded camera cover that protects your
camera from bumps, hits, scratches,
precipitation, dust, and other harsh
conditions. The case is securely wrapped
and strapped around the camera for
full time camera protection. The main
body is constructed of water repellent
1000-denier Cordura, waterproof foam
and soft nylon inside. An attached
Rain-Top is easily deployed and covers
the entire camera including the lens.

Panasonic AJ-HDX400/900, AJ-SDC615/905, AJ-SDX900

SC-SDX900

POSCSDX900

329.95

Panasonic AJ-HDC27F

SC-HD27F

POSCHD27F

349.95

Panasonic AJ-SDC20A/915, AJ-D900/910, AJ-D810

SC-AJ900

POSCAJ900

434.95

SC-400

POSC400

349.99

SC-DNW7

POSCDNW7

349.95

Panasonic AJ-D400/415/700/800

Sony BVW-200/300/400
Sony DNW-7/P, DNW-9, DNW-90/P/WS/WSP
Sony DSR-130P/135P, DXC-D35/H/WS, DXC-D30

SC-D130

POSCD130

349.95

Sony DSR-250

SC-D250

POSCD250

349.95

Sony DSR-300/370/390/500/570/590
Sony DSR-400, DSR-450
Sony DVW-700/707, HDW-700/900, HDW-F900/R
Sony PDW-510/510P/530
Sony PDW-F330, PDW-F350

SC-D500

POSCD500

349.95

SC-DSR450

POSCDSR450

349.99

SC-D700

POSCD700

349.95

SC-PDW530

POSCPDW530

349.95

SC-F350

POSCF350

329.95

Camera BodyArmor
Camera BodyArmor is a snug-fitting camera cover made of high-durability “ultra-suede” micro-fiber nylon that combines
the comfort of a suede-feel with the durability and protection of a nylon. Treated for high water resistancy, padded with
the same high-density foam as Shoulder Cases, they have a third layer of protection, a “breathable” tech-mesh interior
that permits maximum camera-cooling while boosting shock absorption in the event of unanticipated impacts.
Camcorder

Model No.

B&H No.

Price

Canon XH-A1, XH-G1

CBA-XHAG1

POCBAXHAG1

269.95

Canon XL-2, XL-H
JVC GY-HD200, GY-HD250, GY-HD251

◆ Dual-layer, air-padded protection
◆ Durable, soft-to-the-touch Ultra-Suede
◆ Reversible multi-purpose rain/dust cover and

heat shield

PHOTO - VIDEO - PRO AUDIO

POCBAXL2

279.95

POCBAHD250

259.95

Panasonic AG-HVX200

CBA-HVX200

POCBAHVX200

279.95

Panasonic AJ-HPX2000/3000, AJ-SPC700, AJ-SPX800/900

CBA-HPX2000

POCBAHPX2000

319.95

Panasonic AJ-HPX500

CBA-HPX500

POCBAHPX500

399.95

CBA-F900R

POCBAF900R

399.95

Sony HDR-FX1, HVR-Z1U

CBA-Z1U

POCBAZ1U

269.95

Sony HRV-V1U

CBA-V1

POCBAV1

279.95

Sony HDW-F900R
◆ Mesh inner-layer for increased ventilation

CBA-XL2
CBA-HD250

Sony PDW-F330, PDW-F350, PDW-F355
Sony PDW-510, PDW-530
Sony PMW-EX1

www.bhphotovideo.com

CBA-F350

POCBAF350

399.95

CBA-PDW530

POCBAPDW530

399.95

CBA-EX1

POCBAEX1

259.95
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SHOULDER MOUNT CAMERA CASES
Quick-Draw Camera Cases
Camcorder

Fits Into

Canon XL-1, XL1S, XL-2, XL-H1

CC-505-PW

CC-210-PW

Ikegami DNS-201/33, HDL-V90, HL-DV5/7W

CC-22-PW ▲●

Ikegami HL-V55/59/73/75W/77/77W/79W

CC-22-PW ▲●

JVC GY-DV5000U, GY-DV5100U

CC-22-PW ▲●

JVC GY-DV500/550/600/700, GY-HD100/U, GY-HD101

CC-210-PW ■

Panasonic AG-DVC200/P, AJ-D200/210/215
CC-210

Designed for working around town and out of a van or car
trunk. Top loading with wide open fold back top that stays
neatly out of the way. It is lightweight with a rigid frame,
and saves valuable storage space.
Note: The Quick-Draw is designed to securely fit your
camera, some battery and lens packages may require a
different case. Please contact B&H to ensure a proper fit.
CC-210-PW (POCC210PW) ........319.95

CC-22-PW (POCC22PW) ...........359.95

CC-325-P (POCC325P) ...............359.95

CC-505-PW (POCC505PW) .......359.95

CC-HD1 Quick-Draw Hi-Def Camera Case (POCCHD1) ...........................379.95

CC-22-PW

Panasonic AJ-D400/410/415/610/610WA/700/800/810/900/910/913

CC-22-PW ▲●

Panasonic AJ-DVC200/P, AJ-HDC20A/27A/27F

CC-22-PW ▲●

Panasonic AJ-HDX400, AJ-SPX800, AJ-SDC615/905/915,

CC-22-PW ▲●

Panasonic AJ-SDX900, AJ-SPC700, AJ-HDX900

CC-22-PW ▲●

Sony DSR-135P/300/370/390/400/450/500/570/590

CC-210-PW

Sony DVW-700/707/709WS/790WS/970

CC-22-PW ▲●

Sony HDW-700/730/730S/750/900, HDW-F900/R

CC-22-PW ▲●

Sony MPEG-50, MSW-900/900P/970, PDW-510/510P/530

CC-22-PW ▲●

Sony PDW-F330, PDW-F350, UVW-100

CC-22-PW ▲●

Sony BVW-200/300/400/D600, DSR-130P/135P/400/450

CC-HD1

Sony DNW-7/709WS/7P/9/90/90P/90WS/90WSP

CC-HD1

▲ Substitute the CC-505-PW for lens and hood measuring between 10” and 12”.
■ Substitute the CC-22PW for lens and hood measuring between 10” and 12”.
● Use the CC-HD1 for wide lens shape, matt box, 33-42x lens, or overly accessorized camera.

Carry-On Camera Cases
Constructed of1000-denier Cordura nylon fabric, these compact lightweight cases have an interior pillowing system to
cushion the camera. Colored tabs on pocket flaps help identify contents for convenience. Slip pockets are provided for
white balance card and identification. Two exterior mesh pockets hold tickets, maps and passport. Comfortable over the
shoulder carrying strap, suede hand grips and compact size makes this case very useful.
CO-BB (B&H # POCOBB): A 29 x 7 x 12.5” case that holds a Canon XL-1S; Ikegami HDL-V90,
HL-V55/77; JVC GY-DV500/550/600/700; Panasonic AJ-D200/210/215/400/415, AJ-HDC27A/F;
Sony BVW-200/300/400/600 and similar sized cameras..................................................................349.95
CO-OB (B&H # POCOOB): A 26 x 6 x 13” case that holds a Canon XL-1/1S; JVC GY-DV5000U/5100U;
Panasonic AJ-D200/600/700/800 Series; Sony DSR-250/300/370/390/500/570/590 and similar
sized cameras...................................................................................................................................................349.95
CO-PC: A 24 x 7 x 13” case that holds a Canon XL-1/1S/2; JVC GY-DV500/5000U/550/600/700;
Panasonic AG-DVC200, AJ-D410; Sony DSR-250/300/370/390/400/450/500/570/590 and similar
sized cameras. Available in Blue (B&H # POCOPC) or Mossy Oak (POCOPCMO) color ......................349.95
CO-PC-AV (B&H # POCOPCAV): Same as the above, in Advantage camouflage color..................394.95
CO-OA-M (B&H # POCOOAM): A 31 x 7 x 14” case that holds the Sony DXC-537A, DXC637/D30/D35/D50 and similar sized dockable cameras ..................................................................319.95

◆ Mesh inner-layer for increased ventilation
◆ Dual-layer, air-padded protection
◆ Durable, soft-to-the-touch Ultra-Suede
◆ Reversible multi-purpose rain/dust cover and

heat shield

CO-AB-M: A 29 x 7 x 12.5” case that holds the Ikegami DNS-20/33, HDL-V90, HL-DV5/7W, HL-V
Series; Panasonic AJ-D400/600/700/800/900 Series, AJ-HDC20A/27, all AJ-HDX, AJ-HPX, AJ-SPX
and AJ-SDC full-sized camcorders; Sony BVW, DNW, DVW, HDW and PDW Series and similar
sized cameras. Available in Blue (B&H # POCOABM) or Mossy Oak (POCOABMMO) color ................349.95

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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COMPACT CAMERA CASES
Digital Video Organizers
The DV Organizer provides an extra level of protection and lots of storage options. It is ideal for
compact field production. DV Organizer Combo includes DV Organizer, two soft padded stuff
packs, custom cradle with tie-down strap (custom fit for your camera), suede leather shoulder
strap and white balance card. Now with positionable LED caribiner interior flash lights for low-light
production conditions. Available in blue, black or camouflage.
DVO-1R (PODVO1R): Black with Red trim. Interior
dimensions are 7” x 9” x 17” (WHD) ...........259.95

DVO-2UAV (PODVO2UAV): Same as above in
Advantage Camo Pattern camouflage ...319.95

DVO-1U (PODVO1U): Same as above with Blue
and Red trim.....................................................249.95

DVO-2UMO (PODVO2UMO): Same as above in
Mossy Oak Camo Pattern camouflage....317.50

DVO-1UAV (PODVO1UAV): Same as above in
Advantage Camo Pattern camouflage ...299.95

DVO-3R (PODVO3R): Black with Red trim. Interior
dimensions are 15” x 13” x 25” (WHD).......324.95

DVO-1UMO (PODVO1UMO): Same as above in
Mossy Oak Camo Pattern camouflage....287.95

DVO-3U (PODVO3U): Same as above with Blue
and Red trim.....................................................304.95

DVO-1RQS-M2 (PODVO1RQSM2): With QS-M2
Quick-Slick Mini Rain protection. Black with
Red trim. Interior dimensions are 8” x 8.5” x 17”
(WHD) .................................................................299.95

DVO-3UAV (PODVO3UAV): Same as above in
Advantage Camo Pattern camouflage ...348.95

DVO-1UQS-M2 (PODVO1UQSM2): Same as above
with Blue and Red trim .................................299.95

DVO-2AV

DVO-2MO

DVO-1R

DVO-3UMO (PODVO3UMO): Same as above in
Mossy Oak Camo Pattern camouflage....348.95

DVO-2R (PODVO2R): Black with Red trim. Interior
dimensions are 9.5” x 10” x 18” (WHD)......269.95

DVO-3RQS-M3 (PODVO3RQSM3): With QS-M3
Quick-Slick Mini Rain protection. Black with
Red trim. Interior dimensions are 12” x 9.5” x
18.5” (WHD).......................................................339.95

DVO-3RQS-M4 (PODVO3RQSM4): With QS-M4
Quick-Slick Mini Rain protection. Black with
Red trim. Interior dimensions are 12” x 9.5” x
18.5” (WHD).......................................................339.95

DVO-2U (PODVO2U): Same as above with Blue
and Red trim.....................................................269.95

DVO-3UQS-M3 (PODVO3UQSM3): Same as above
with Blue and Red trim .................................339.95

DVO-3UQS-M4 (PODVO3UQSM4): Same as above
with Blue and Red trim .................................339.95

THE TRAVELER CAMERA CASE
Specially designed to carry the new generation of small digital cameras like the Canon XL-1, JVC-GY-DV500 and the
Sony DSR-200. It features full padded protection for the camera and extra protection for delicate viewfinders.
CTC-3/QSM-E2: The CTC-3
Traveler Camera Case with
Quick Slick Mini Rain
Protection. Available in
Blue (B&H # POCTC3QSME2) or
Black with Red Trim (B&H #
POCTC3BQSME2) ..........349.95

CTC-2: 21.3 x 10.5 x 10.5”. For the Canon XL-1/1S; JVC GY-HD100/101,
Panasonic AG-DVC10/15/20/60; Sony DSR-200 and similar sized
cameras. Available in Blue (B&H # POCTC2) or Black with Red Trim (B&H #
POCTC2B) color..............................................................................................289.95
CTC-2: Same as above Mossy Oak Camouflage (B&H # POCTC2MO) or
Advantage Camouflage (B&H # POCTC2AV) color................................339.95
CTC-2B/QSM-E2 (B&H # POCTC2BQSME2): The CTC-2 Traveler Camera
Case with Quick Slick Mini Rain Protection. Black color .............349.95
CTC-3: 23.5 x 10 x 12.5”. For the Canon XL-1/1S/2/H1; JVC GY-DV500,
GY-DV600/700/5000, GY-HD100/200/250; Panasonic AG-DVC200
and similar sized cameras. Available in Blue (B&H # POCTC3) or Black
with Red Trim (B&H # POCTC3B) color......................................................289.95

CTC-4: 23.5 x 10 x 12.5”. For
the Canon XL-1/1S/2/H1;
JVC GY-DV500/600/700/
5000, GY-HD100/200/250; Panasonic AG-DVC200 and similar sized
cameras with accessories. Available in Blue (B&H # POCTC4) or Black
with Red Trim (B&H # POCTC4B) color......................................................319.95
CTC-2

CTC-3: Same as above Mossy Oak Camouflage (B&H # POCTC3MO) or Advantage Camouflage (B&H # POCTC3AV) color................................................339.95
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COMPACT CAMERA CASES
Mini-DV Carrying Case
Designed for quick access to a large number of
mini-DV cameras. The cradle is adjustable to
fit your camera, giving it a secure home while
offering ample space for accessories. Colored
tabs on pocket flaps help identify contents for
convenience. Ideal for local and air travel.
Available in blue, black or camouflage.

CS-DV3U (POCSDV3U): Same as above in Blue.
20” x 10” x 9” (LWH) ..........................................184.95
CS-DV3RQS-M2: The CS-DV3 Mini-DV Carrying
Case with the QS-M2 Quick-Slick Mini Rain
protection. Black with Red trim. Dimensions
are 20” x 10” x 9” (LWH) ......................................CALL
CS-DV3UQS-M2: Same as above with Blue
case. Dimensions are 20” x 10” x 9” (LWH)...CALL
CS-DV3RQS-M3: The CS-DV3 Mini-DV Carrying
Case with the QS-M3 Quick-Slick Mini Rain
protection. Black with Red trim. Dimensions
are 20” x 10” x 9” (LWH) ......................................CALL
CS-DV3UQS-M3: Same as above with Blue
case. Dimensions are 20” x 10” x 9” (LWH)...CALL
CS-DV3RQS-M4: The CS-DV3 Mini-DV Carrying
Case with the QS-M4 Quick-Slick Mini Rain
protection. Black with Red trim. Dimensions
are 20” x 10” x 9” (LWH) ......................................CALL

CS-DV1R

CS-DV1R (POCSDV1R): Black with Red trim.
13” x 8” x 8” (LWH)...............................................54.95

CS-DV3UQS-M4: Same as above with Blue
case. Dimensions are 20” x 10” x 9” (LWH)...CALL

CS-DV1U (POCSDV1U): Same as above in Blue.
13” x 8” x 8” (LWH)...............................................89.95

CS-DV4R (POCSDV4R): Black with Red trim.
22 x 10” x 11” (LWH) ..........................................239.95

CS-DV2R (POCSDV2R): Black with Red trim.
15” x 10” x 9” (LWH) ..........................................174.95

CS-DV4U (POCSDV4U): Same as above in Blue.
22 x 10” x 11” (LWH) ..........................................239.95

CS-DV2U (POCSDV2U): Same as above in Blue.
15” x 10” x 9” (LWH) ..........................................179.95

CS-DV4UAV (PODVO4UAV): Same as above in
Advantage Camouflage pattern................229.95

CS-DV3R (POCSDV3R): Black with Red trim.
20” x 10” x 9” (LWH) ..........................................174.95

CS-DV4UMO (PODVO4UMO): Same as above in
Mossy Oak Camouflage pattern ................264.50

Camcorder

CS-DV4RQS-M2: The CS-DV4 Mini-DV Carrying
Case with the QS-M2 Quick-Slick Mini Rain
protection. Black with Red trim. Dimensions
are 22 x 10” x 11” (LWH) ......................................CALL
CS-DV4UQS-M2: Same as above with Blue
case. Dimensions are 22 x 10” x 11” (LWH)...CALL
CS-DV4RQS-M3: The CS-DV4 Mini-DV Carrying
Case with the QS-M3 Quick-Slick Mini Rain
protection. Black with Red trim. Dimensions
are 22 x 10” x 11” (LWH) ......................................CALL
CS-DV4UQS-M3: Same as above with Blue
case. Dimensions are 22 x 10” x 11” (LWH)...CALL
CS-DV4RQS-M4: The CS-DV4 Mini-DV Carrying
Case with the QS-M4 Quick-Slick Mini Rain
protection. Black with Red trim. Dimensions
are 22 x 10” x 11” (LWH) ......................................CALL
CS-DV4UQS-M4: Same as above with Blue
case. Dimensions are 22 x 10” x 11” (LWH)...CALL

CS-DV2U

Fits Into

Canon GL-1, GL-2, XM-1, XM-2

DVO-1(R/U), DVO-2(R/U/AV/MO), DVO-1(R/U)QS-M2, DVO-2(R/U)QS-M2,
CS-DV2 (R/U), CS-DV3(R/U), CS-DV3(R/U)QS-M2

JVC GY-DV300

DVO-2R, DV0-2U, DV0-2U/AV, DV0-2U/MO, CS-DV2(R/U), CS-DV3 (R/U)

Panasonic AG-DVC30

CS-DV3(R/U), CS-DV3(R/U)QS-M2

Panasonic AG-DVC80/H, AG-DVX100/A/B/P, AG-HVX200
Panasonic AG-EZ1, AG-EZ30, AG-EZ35U, AG-EZ50

DVO-1(R/U), DVO-2(R/U/AV/MO), DVO-1(R/U)QS-M4, DVO-2(R/U)QS-M4, CS-DV4(R/U/AV/MO), CS-DV4(R/U)QS-M4
CS-DV2(R/U)

Sony DCR-PC100/110/120/330, HDR-HC1

CS-DV1(R/U)

Sony DCR-TRV10/17/20/30/50/530/730/80/830

CS-DV2(R/U)

Sony DCR-TRV900/940/950, DSR-PD100, HVR-A1U
Sony DCR-VX2000/2100, DSR-PD150/170

Sony DSR-VX2000, DSR-VX2100,

CS-DV2(R/U)
DVO-1(R/U), DVO-2(R/U/AV/MO), DVO-1(R/U)QS-M3, DVO-2(R/U)QS-M3,
CS-DV3(R/U), CS-DV4(R/U), CS-DV3(R/U)QS-M3, CS-DV4(R/U)QS-M3
CS-DV4(R/U/AV/MO)

Sony HDR-FX1, HVR-Z1U

DVO-1(R/U), DVO-2(R/U/AV/MO), DVO-1(R/U)QS-M4, DVO-2(R/U)QS-M4, CS-DV4(R/U/AV/MO), CS-DV4(R/U)QS-M4

Sony HVR-V1, HVR-FX7

DVO-1(R/U), DVO-2(R/U/AV/MO), DVO-1(R/U)QS-M4, DVO-2(R/U)QS-M4, CS-DV4(R/U/AV/MO)

Canon Elura, Optura MC-100

CS-DV1U, CS-DV1R

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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MONITOR CASES
Flat Screen Monitor Cases

Large Portable Monitor Cases

Protect your flat-screen
monitors and improve
screen visibility. These
flat-screen monitor cases
are custom fit by model
and padded to protect your
monitor whether it’s in
transport, mounted on a
tripod or support arm, or
around your neck. A
foldout visor shields the
screen from unwanted
glare while in use and folds
down over the screen to protect it during transport. A built-in Rain/Dust
cover can be quickly deployed to cover cables and battery. The new
Slip-Not Dot anti-skid base keeps your monitor from sliding off slick
surfaces and acts as a tilt mechanism to improve viewing angles. A soft,
secure suede shoulder strap is included and attaches to two sets of
rings: one for carrying over the shoulder during transport and the other
for carrying around your neck for mobile viewing.

Easily transport your monitor
from your car or van. Lighter
and less cumbersome than a
shipping case, these cases
protect against bumps, dust
and foul weather. Remove the
monitor from case for use.
Features include Zipper and
Velcro to secure the top, a
firm, comfortable rock maple
wooden carry handle, heavyduty, non-skid leather and foam shoulder strap. On most cases there are
pockets to hold batteries, cards and cassettes.

MO-LCD10.4 (B&H # POMOLCD104)
For Marshall V-R104DP. Interior dimensions are 11.5 x 8.8 x 1.3”.......179.95
MO-LCD8.4 (B&H # POMOLCD84)
For Marshall V-R84DP. Interior dimensions are 9 x 6.9 x 2.5” .............184.95

MO-10 (B&H # POMO10): For Ikegami TM10-R17/R19; JVC TM-R9U; Panasonic
PV-M749. Interior dimensions are 13 x 9 x 11”..........................................184.95
MO-55 (B&H # POMO55): For JVC BM-H1300SU, TM-123U, TM-1400SU;
Panasonic BT-H450Y/490Y, TC-1470Y; Sony PVM-14L5/14M2/14M4/
14N5U. Interior dimensions are 14 x 17 x 14”............................................184.95
MO-40 (B&H # POMO40): For Panasonic AG-520A, PV-M2021/2027/2028/
2042/2044/2053/2071. Interior dimensions are 20 x 20 x 22”..........212.95
MO-20 (B&H # POMO20): For Panasonic CT-130. 16 x 16 x 17” interior ..264.95
MO-60 (B&H # POMO60): For Panasonic PV-M1321/1323/1324/1328/1347,
Sony PVM-1271Q/1340Q/1342Q/1344/1380/1390 ..................................219.95

MO-LH900 (B&H # POMOLH900)
For Panasonic BT-LH900. Interior dimensions are 8.6 x 6.7 x 2.6” ....179.95
MO-LMD650 (B&H # POMOLMD650)
For Sony LMD-650. 9 x 4.5 x 7.5” (LWH) ......................................................173.50

Small Portable Monitor Cases

MO-LMD9050 (B&H # POMOLMD9050)
For Sony LMD-9020, LMD-9030, LMD-9050.............................................184.95

Small, portable, battery operated field monitors are subject to all kinds
of weather conditions and glare. These cases are made to stay on the
monitor at all times, providing protection, convenience and comfort. A
very deep fold-away visor shields screen in strong light and folds over
screen for protection in transit. The fold-up, adjustable incline pedestal,
allows positioning of monitor at many angles. The case closes fully for
neat, secure carrying or storage and we provide two solid-grip leather
handle and standard shoulder strap for comfortable carrying. There is a
pocket for batteries/AC cord/cable. Ventilation flaps allow proper
cooling of monitor. All cases have access to battery/cable connection
and adjustment controls.

MO-LH1700 (B&H # POMOLH1700)
For Panasonic BT-LH1700W. Interior dimensions: 17 x 12.9 x 7.9” .....249.95

MO-8044 (B&H # POMO8044): For the Sony PVM-8040, 8041Q, 8042Q,
8044Q, 8045Q, BVM-9040, 9041Q, 9042Q, 9044Q and 9045Q...........209.95

MO-DTV9 (B&H # POMODTV9)
For JVC DTV9L1D. Interior dimensions are 8.7 x 6.9 x 4.6” ..................179.95

MO-8044/AB (B&H # POMO8044AB): Same as above with a cut-out for an
Anton Bauer battery.........................................................................................259.95

MO-LCD12.1 (B&H # POMOLCD121)
For Marshall V-LCD12.1 SVGA monitor. 11.5 x 8.8 x 1.3” interior..........249.95

MO-9L2 (B&H # POMO9L2): For Sony PVM-9L2 or PVM-9L3 ....................209.95

MO-TC7WM (B&H # POMOTC7WM)
For Panasonic TC-7WMS1. Dimensions are 6 x 10 x 7” (LWH) .............159.95
MO-LVM071W (B&H # POMOLVM071W)
For TV-Logic LVM-071W...................................................................................184.95
MO-LCD70 (B&H # POMOLCD70)
For Marshall V-R70. Interior dimensions are 7.6” x 5.2” x 2.2”.............159.95

MO-13S (B&H # POMOLCD121)
For Sharp 13S1U. Interior dimensions are 12.7 x 2.3 x 11.5” ................184.95
MO-DTV17 (B&H # POMODTV17)
For JVC DT-V17L2D. Interior dimensions are 15.6 x 12 x 3.5” ..............244.95
MO-LH80W (B&H # POMOLH80W)
For Panasonic BT-LH80W. Interior dimensions are 8.8 x 6.7 x 2.6”...179.95
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MO-9L2/AB (B&H # POMO9L2AB): Same as above with a cut-out for an
Anton Bauer battery.........................................................................................259.95
MO-910SU (B&H # POMO910SU): For Ikegami TM9-1, JVC TM-910SU/1010PN
and Panasonic BT-S1050..................................................................................249.95
MO-5041 (B&H # POMO5041): For Sony PVM-5041Q/6041Q.....................319.95
MO-D9H5U (B&H # POMOD9H5U): For Sony BVM-D9H5U/D9H1U ........249.95
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BACKPACKS
BK-1N
Backpack Camera Case

Modular Backpack Camera Cases
Carry your camcorder and accessories for periods of
extended mobile usage with maximum comfort. The
modular backpack line is available in two standard versions,
“local” and “extreme”. The Local (LC) version is designed for
lightweight, local use and includes a removable front
double-pocket and back pack straps. It includes a protective
rigid inner frame, zipper covers for wear spots on corners,
and modular options for compact cameras. There’s even a
removable belt pouch ideal for filters, matte boxes, back-up
batteries, and still photography cameras. All modular backpack straps adjust to carry the pack horizontally or vertically
in order to best adapt to equipment loads. The Extreme
version upgrades the harness to the rugged and multi-functional memory foam harness system—
identical to the Portabrace AH-3H-MEM audio harness. The Extreme backpack is a great value as
a true 2-in-1 video and audio case. (For camcorder compatibility see next page).

Incorporating many of the performance
features of the Extreme modular Backpack,
the BK-1N offers a lightweight alternative for
compact camera set-ups in more predictable
conditions. Available in either Signature blue
or black with red accents, the BK-1N provides
even greater protection for your equipment
and more comfort for you.
The padded 1000 denier Cordura backpack can
carry camcorders up to 15” long with a laptop
and tripod. The case has a padded laptop
pocket, side tripod pocket with a cinch and
three accessory pockets. The backpack has
extra foam padding and non-slip material on
the shoulder and removable waist straps and
padded side support straps. The case includes
a divider kit, CS-B9 Stuff Pack and a fleece
pillow. Interior dimensions are 10 x 5 x 15”.
BK-1N in Blue (Mfr # BK-1N • B&H # POBK1N)....259.95
BK-1NR in Black with Red accents
(Mfr # BK-1NR • B&H # POBK1NR) ................................259.95

Backpack Camera Case/
Rain Protection Packages:

Local
BK-2BLC: 20 x 13.5 x 9”. Includes a removable
front double pocket. Black with Red trim.
(Mfr # BK-2BLC • B&H # POBK2BLC) .........................287.95

BK-2LCL: Same as above in Blue.
(Mfr # BK-2LCL • B&H # POBK2LCL) ..........................308.50

BK-2LC: Same as above in Blue.
(Mfr # BK-2LC • B&H # POBK2LC)..............................308.50

BK-3BLCL: 20 x 13.5 x 9”. Includes a removable
front double pocket. Black with Red trim.
(Mfr # BK-3LC • B&H # POBK3LC) ............................298.95

BK-2BLCL: Includes a laptop front pocket
module. Black with Red trim.
(Mfr # BK-2BLCL • B&H # POBK2BLCL)......................287.95

BK-3LCL Local Modular Backpack
Same as above in Blue.
(Mfr # BK-3LCL • B&H # POBK3LCL).........................314.95

Extreme
BK-2EX (Mfr # BK-2BEX • B&H # POBK2BEX)
20 x 13.5 x 9”. Includes a removable front double
pocket. Black with Red trim.............................CALL

BK-3EX (B&H # POBK3EX)
Includes a removable front double pocket.
14.5 x 8 x 18.5” interior (WHD) ...................459.95

Same as above in Blue (B&H # POBK2EX) ....299.99

BK-3EXL (B&H # POBK3EXL): Includes a laptop
front pocket module .....................................449.95

BK-2EXP (B&H # POBK2EXP)
Includes the removable belt pack, laptop
front pocket, tripod quiver, and front double
pocket modules...............................................649.95

BK-3EXP(POBK3EXP): Includes the removable
belt pack, laptop front pocket, tripod quiver,
and front double pocket modules..........649.95

Optional Modular Pockets

Extend the protection to your camera while in
use. The Quick-Slick Mini (available in sizes 3
and 4) stores in the large front pocket of the
BK-1N or 1NR models and deploys easily to
keep you from getting caught in rain, wind or
dust storms.
For Canon XH-A1/HX-G1 in Blue:
(Mfr # BK-1NQS-M3 • B&H # POBK1NQSM3) or
(Mfr # BK-1NQS-M4 • B&H # POBK1NQSM4) .............287.95

For Canon XH-A1/HX-G1 in Black w/Red Trim:
(Mfr # BK-1NRQS-M3 • B&H # POBK1NRQSM3) or
(Mfr # BK-1NRQS-M4 • B&H # POBK1NRQSM4) ........287.95

Removable Belt Pack Module (B&H # POBKRBM)
Attaches to the Modular Backpacks with a
nylon belt. It stores accessories securely while
on the move and allows easy access. It can
also hold a Matte Box .....................................89.95

Tripod Quiver Module (B&H # POBKTQM)
Attaches to the Modular Backpacks through
the use of four secure straps. It stores a tripod
securely while on the move and allows easy
access ...................................................................69.95

Laptop Front Pocket Module (B&H # POBKLPM)
Securely zippers on to the Modular Backpacks.
The pocket compartment has extra padding
to cushion and protect your notebook
computer. The laptop pocket module will fit
17’ laptops and smaller ..................................79.95

Front Double Pocket Module (B&H # POBKP2M)
Securely zippers on to the Modular
Backpacks. It can store a Rain Slicker, batteries
and other accessories, and provides easy
access to the accessories...............................74.95

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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Camcorder

Fits Into

Camcorder

Fits Into

Canon GL-1, GL-2, XM-1, XM-2, XH-G1, XH-A1

BK-1N or BK-1NR

Canon GL-1, GL-2, XM-1, XM-2

BK-2 (LC, LCL, EX, EXL, EXP)

JVC GY-DV300

BK-1N or BK-1NR

JVC GY-DV300

BK-2 (LC, LCL, EX, EXL, EXP)

Panasonic AG-DVC30, NV-MX3000

BK-1N or BK-1NR

Panasonic AG-DVC30, NV-MX3000

BK-2 (LC, LCL, EX, EXL, EXP)

Panasonic AG-DVC80/H, AG-DVX100/A/B/P

BK-1N or BK-1NR

Panasonic AG-DVC80/H, AG-DVX100/A/B/P, AG-HVX200

Panasonic AG-HVX200

BK-1N or BK-1NR

Sony DCR-VX100/2000/2100, DSR-PD100

BK-2 (EX, EXL, EXP)

Sony DCR-TRV30/50, DCR-TRV900/950,

BK-1N or BK-1NR

Sony HVR-A1U, HDR-HZ1U, HVR-FX7, HVR-V1

BK-2 (EX, EXL, EXP)

Sony DCR-VX100/2000/2100, DSR-PD100

BK-1N or BK-1NR

Sony DCR-VX2000/2100, DSR-PD150/170

BK-3 (EX, EXL, EXP)

Sony HDR-FX1, HDR-HC1, HVR-A1U, HVR-FX7, HVR-V1

BK-1N or BK-1NR

Sony HDR-FX1, HVR-Z1U, HVR-FX7, HVR-V1

BK-3 (EX, EXL, EXP)

BK-3 (LC, LCL)

Hiker Backpacks
HK-1 Hiker Backpack: Comfortably carry a large broadcast-style camera, such as the JVC GY-DV500/600/700;
or the Panasonic AJ-D800/900, with a spare lens, battery and protective Rain Slicker or Shoulder Case in
place. It has a plastic frame making it strong and light, while the camera is nestled inside a protective rigid,
padded shell, securely held in place by a tie-down strap. The Hiker features height-adjustable shoulder backpack straps with adjustable quick release waist belt and adjustable hip and lumbar pads. There are 3 levels of
height adjustment and the backpack straps and pads store in back of case. Interior dimension are 6” x 28” x
11.5” (WHD) and it weighs 12 lbs. Blue color (Mfr # HK-1 • B&H # POHK1)...........................................................................429.95
HK-1 Camouflage Hiker Backpack: Same as above, in Advantage Camo (Mfr # HK-1/AV • B&H # POHK1AV) or Mossy
Oak Camo (Mfr # HK-1/MO • B&H # POHK1MO) ..............................................................................................................................494.95
HK-2 Hiker Backpack (POHK2): With positionable LED caribiner interior flash lights for low-light production
conditions. Interior dimensions are 6” x 29.5” x 13” (WHD). Perfect for dockable cameras. Blue color.........427.95

Hiker Pro Backpacks
HKP-2 Hiker Pro Backpack (Mfr # HKP-2 • B&H # POHKP2): The Hiker Pro has hideaway backstraps, carry
handles, and metal rings for optional shoulder straps. It is designed for lighter weight cameras,
such as the Panasonic AG-DVC10, AG-DVC15 and AG-DVC7. Ample pockets are provided for
accessories. Tie downs give the option of lashing on extras like light stands and tripods. A high
level of protection is achieved with the use of a plastic frame and the unique “camera cozy” pillow
nesting system. Its interior dimensions are 5” x 8” x 19” (WHD)...........................................................319.95
HKP-2L Hiker Pro Backpack (Mfr # HKP-2L • B&H # POHKP2L): Designed for Mini DV camcorders such as
the Canon GL-1, GL-2, XM1; JVC GY-DV300; Panasonic AG-VX100/P, AG-DVC80; and the Sony
VX-2100 with battery, lens and accessories. The HKP-2L has a pocket for your laptop, a large front
external pocket and two mesh interior pockets for accessories. An included divider kit consists of
a divider (which can be cut by a scissor) and Surehook strips to customize the interior of the case.
The interior dimensions are 5” x 8” x 19” (WHD) ........................................................................................294.95
HKP-3 Hiker Pro Backpack (Mfr # HKP-3 • B&H # POHKP3): Slightly larger than the HKP-2, the HKP-3 is
designed to carry Mini DV camcorders such as the Canon XL-1/S, XL-2; JVC GY-DV500, 600, 700;
Panasonic AG-DVC200/P, AJ-D200/215, 410; Sony DCR-VX900E and similar sized camcorders.
Its interior dimensions are 6” x 9” x 22” (WHD) ..........................................................................................299.95
HKP-3L Hiker Pro Backpack (Mfr # HKP-3L • B&H # POHKP3L): Designed for Mini DV camcorders such as the Panasonic AG-DVC80/H, AG-VX100/200; Sony
DCR-VX2000/2100 and similar sized camcorders with battery, lens and accessories. It has a pocket for your laptop, a large front external pocket and two
mesh interior pockets for accessories. An included divider kit consists of a divider (which can be cut by a scissor) and Surehook strips to customize the
interior of the case. The interior dimensions are 5” x 8.5” x 22.5” (WHD)....................................................................................................................................................314.95
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RAIN PROTECTION
Mini-DV Rain Slicker
The Mini-DV Rain Slicker is custom fitted to each camera model. Flaps, vinyl
windows and zippered openings provide optimum ease of operation. Cameras
with fold-out video screens are shrouded with a black fabric hood that makes
viewing LCD monitors easier on bright sunny days.
Camcorder

Fits Into

Canon GL-1, XM-1
Canon GL-2, XM-2
Canon XH-G1, XH-A1

Camcorder

Fits Into

RS-2100

Panasonic AG-DVC80/80H, AG-DVX100, AG-DVX100A, AG-DVX100P

RS-A1U

Panasonic AG-HVX200

RS-PD100

Sony DCR-TRV900, DSR-PD100

RS-PD170

Sony DCR-VX2000, DCR-VX2100

RS-PDX10

RS-DV300

Canon XL-1, XL-1S

RS-DVC10, RS-DVX100

Canon XL-2, XL-H1

RS-FZ1

Sony DSR-PD150, DSR-PD170

JVC GY-DV300

RS-GL1

Sony DSR-PDX10

JVC GY-HD100E, GY-HD100U, GY-HD101, GY-HD110

RS-GL2

Sony HDR-FX1, HVR-Z1U

JVC GY-HD100E, GY-HD100U, GY-HD101, GY-HD110

RS-HD100

Panasonic AG-DVC10, AG-DVC15, AG-DVC60, AG-DVC7

RS-HD100/FS

RS-HVX200

RS-XL1
RS-XL-1/MA200
RS-XL2, RS-XL-1/MA200

Sony PMW-EX1

RS-EX1

Sony HDR-FX7, HVR-V1U

RS-V1

RS-1000 (PORS1000) ..................149.95

RS-DVX100 (PORSDVX100) ......179.95

RS-PD100 (PORSPD100) ............159.95

RS-XL2 (PORSXL2) ......................169.95

RS-2100 (PORS2100) ..................166.95

RS-FZ1 (PORSFZ1) .......................179.95

RS-PD170 (PORSPD170) ............184.95

RS-A1U (PORSA1U) .....................154.95

RS-GL1 (PORSGL1) ......................164.95

RS-PDX10 (PORSPDX10) ............149.95

RS-XL2/AV (PORSXL2AV)
Advantage camouflage .......219.95

RS-DSR200 (PORSDS200) ........199.95

RS-GL2 (PORSGL2) .....................178.50

RS-TRV950 (PORSTRV950) .......139.95

RS-DV300 (PORSDV300)...........139.95

RS-HD100 (PORSHD100) ...........179.95

RS-XL1 (PORSXL1) .......................238.95

RS-DVC10 (PORSDVC10) ...........149.95

RS-HD100/FS (PORSHD100FS) ..204.95
RS-HVX200 (PORSHVX200) ......184.95

RS-XL-1/MA200
(PORSXL1MA200) ...........................174.95

RS-XL2/MO (PORSXL2MO)
Mossy Oak camouflage........219.95
RS-EX1 (PORSEX1).......................179.95
RS-V1 (PORSV1) ...........................179.95

Rain Slicker
Protect your camera from rain, dust, and airborne elements with this weatherresistant, easy-to-use Rain Slicker. Zippers, flaps, Velcro, and vinyl windows
allow you to reach critical controls, view meters and read-outs. For non-ENG
box-style lens contact B&H for available custom Rain Slickers.
Camcorder

Fits Into

Camcorder

Fits Into

Ikegami DNS-201/33, HDL-V90, HL-DV5/7W

RS-22

Panasonic AG-DVC200/P, AJ-D200/210/215/410

RS-33

Ikegami HL-V55/59/73/75W/77/77W/79W

RS-22

Sony BVW-200/300/400/D600, DNW7/709WS/7P/9/90/90P/90WS/90WSP

RS-22

JVC GY-DV500, GY-DV550, GY-DV600, GY-DV700

RS-25

Sony DSR-130P/135P, DVW-700/707/709WS/790WS/970

RS-22

JVC GY-DV5000U, GY-DV5100U

RS-33

Sony HDW-700/730/730S/750/900, HDW-F900/R, MPEG-50, MSW-900/970

RS-22

Panasonic AJ-D200/210/215, AJ-D400/415/610WA

RS-22

Sony PDW-510/510P/530, UVW-100, PDW-F330/530

RS-22

Panasonic AJ-D700/800/810/900/910/913

RS-22

Sony DSR-250/300/370/390/500/570/590/400/450,

RS-33

Panasonic AJ-HDC27A/F, AJ-HDX400, AJ-SDC615/905/915

RS-22

Hitachi SK-2000P/P, Z-2010A, Z-ONE

RS-55TX

Panasonic AJ-SDX900, AJ-SPC700, AJ-SPX800, AJ-HDX900

RS-22

Hitachi HDK-725P/75EX/79E/79EC/79EX, HK-399PW

RS-55TX

Panasonic AG-DVC200/P, AJ-D410

RS-25

Hitachi Z-3000, Z-2500

RS-22 (PORS22)............239.95

RS-25 (PORS25)............239.95

RS-33 (PORS33) ...........244.95

RS-55 (PORS55) ...........237.50

RS-33

RS-55TX (PORS55TX) .234.95

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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RAIN PROTECTION
Quick Slick Mini Rain Slickers

QS-2 Quick Slick (B&H # POQS2): For Canon XL-2;
JVC GY-DV500/600/700; Panasonic AG-DVC200,
AJ-D200/400/610/700/800/900; Sony BVW-200,
300, 400, 600, PDW-510/530 and similar sized
cameras ................................................................139.95

For added protection from rain and dust, Digital
Video Organizers and Mini-DV Carrying Cases
can be purchased with Quick-Slick Mini Rain
Protection. The Quick-Slick Mini is constructed of
a tough nylon oxford material with waterproof
coating and clear vinyl windows. It’s easy to
stow away and quick to deploy.

QS-3M Quick Slick: For the Sony
DSR-PD150 and DSR-PD170 ..............................CALL
QS-4M Quick Slick (B&H # POQSM4): For Canon
XH-G1/H1; Panasonic AG-DVC, AG-HVX200; Sony
HDR-FX1/FX7, HVR-V1/Z1U, PMW-EX1..........89.95

◆ Available in 3 sizes (QS-M2, QS-M3 and QS-M4) for different camcorders

◆ The Combination of zipper and stretchy neoprene makes

◆ Quick to put on, compact rain and dust protection for basic camcorder

the viewfinder easy to put on then snug up for tight fit.
◆ Battery Compartment with Adjustable battery flaps

configurations
◆ Easy Access - fold over top cuff lets you seal around light post and

shoulder straps. It opens wide for tape exchanges.

◆ Lens gasket grips lens shade for a quick easy seal against

wind driven elements.

Storm Coat Extreme
The Storm Coat Extreme
is designed for extreme
weather conditions.
The back end fully
encloses various
wireless microphone
and battery combinations.
There’s also a special Neoprene gasket for the light post
and hook and loop fastener to allow for a camera strap
without compromising the camera. Two types of
waterproof material are layered for ultimate protection
from rain and sea-spray. A neoprene gasket forms a tight
seal around the camera lens, lens shades.

Camcorder

Fits Into

Ikegami DNS-201/33, HDL-V90, HL-DV5/7W

STC-2EX

Ikegami HL-V55/59/73/75W/77/77W/79W

STC-2EX

Panasonic AG-DVC200/P, AJ-D410, AJ-SPX900

STC-3EX

Panasonic AJ-D200/210/215/400/415/610WA/700/800/810/900/910/913

STC-2EX

Panasonic AJ-HDC27A/F, AJ-HDX400, AJ-SDC615/905/915

STC-2EX

Panasonic AJ-SDX900, AJ-SPC700, AJ-SPX800/900, AJ-HDX900

STC-2EX

Sony BVW-200/300/400/D600, DNW7/709WS/7P/9/90/90P/90WS/90WSP

STC-2EX

Sony HDW-700/730/730S/750/900, HDW-F900/R, MPEG-50

STC-2EX

Sony MSW-900/970, PDW-510/510P/530, UVW-100, PDW-F330/530

STC-2EX

Sony DSR-250/300/370/390/500/570/590/400/450

STC-3EX

STC-2EX (B&H # POSTC2EX) ...279.95

STC-3EX (B&H # POSTC3EX) ...279.95

Cool Shoulder Case (Mfr # CWC-2 • B&H # POCWC2)
Keep your broadcast camera cool when shooting in warm climates. This case’s cool white cover is
made from a breathable fabric that offers the following features: reflective white surface to protect
the camera from absorbing heat when exposed to the sun’s direct rays, special “stand-off’s” that
create an air space just behind the zoom control to aid with air flow, flaps and mesh panels to keep
the air moving to help prevent heat build-up, pockets that hold medical cool packs for a blast of
coolness, and a neoprene seal along the square lens shade to keep sand and dust out.
Fits Ikegami DNS-201, DNS-33, HDL-V90, HL-DV5/7W, HL-V55/59/73/75W/77/77W,/V79W;
Panasonic AJ-D610/610WA/700/800/810/900/910/913, AJ-HDC20A/27A, AJ-HDC27F, AJ-HDX400,
AJ-SDC615/905/915, AJ-SDX900, AJ-SPC700, AJ-SPX800, AJ-HDX900; Sony BVW-200/300/400/D600, DNW7/709WS/7P/9/90/90P/90WS/90WSP,
DVW-700/707/790WS, HDW-700/730/730S/750/900/F900/F900R, MPEG-50, MSW-900/900P/970, PDW-510/510P/530.......................................................399.95
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INSULATED CASES
Polar Bear Insulated Cases
Designed to keep your camcorder warm in cold temperatures.
These cases are thickly padded with insulation and have
Mylar-lined interiors that reflect heat back into the camera
chamber. Air activated warmers placed inside the case keep
battery, recorder, lens and hands warm.

POL-2

POL-5

POL-A (B&H # POPOLA) ...............374.95

POL-2 (B&H # POPOL2) ................389.95

POL-3 (B&H # POPOL3) ................389.95

POL-5 (B&H # POPOL5) ................389.95
POL-25

POL-25 (B&H # POPOL25) ............................................................................................389.95
Camcorder

Fits Into

Canon XL-1, XL-1S

POL-A

Canon XL-2, XL-H1

POL-25

Ikegami HDL-V90, HL-DV5/7W, HL-V55/59/73/75W/77/77W/79W
JVC GY-DV500, GY-DV550, GY-DV600, GY-DV700

POL-2

Camcorder

Fits Into

Panasonic AJ-HDC27A/F, AJ-HDX400, AJ-SDC615/905/915

POL-2

Panasonic AJ-SDX900, AJ-SPC700, AJ-SPX800/900, AJ-HDX900

POL-2

Sony BVW-200/300/400/D600, DNW7/709WS/7P/9/90/90P/90WS/90WSP

POL-2

Sony DSR-130P/135P, DVW-700/707/709WS/790WS/970

POL-2

JVC GY-DV5000U, GY-DV5100U

POL-2

Sony HDW-700/730/730S/750/900, HDW-F900/R, MPEG-50

POL-2

JVC GY-HD100E, GY-HD100U, GY-HD101, GY-HD110

POL-A

Sony MSW-900/970, PDW-510/510P/530, UVW-100

POL-2

Panasonic AJ-D200/210/215, AJ-D400/415/610WA

POL-2

Sony DSR-250/300/390/400/450/500/570/590/F330/F530

POL-3

Panasonic AJ-D700/800/810/900/910/913

POL-2

CUSTOM For dockable cameras

POL-5

POL-25

Polar Mitten Insulated Cases
The Mini-DV version of the popular Polar Bear cases keep compact
cameras warm while operating in cold temperatures.padded with
insulation and have Mylar-lined interiors that reflect heat back into
the camera chamber. Air-activated warmers placed inside the case
keep the camera and hands warm.
Camcorder

Fits Into

Camcorder

Fits Into

Canon GL-1, XM-1

POL-M1

Sony DSR-PD100, DSR-TRV900, DSR-TRV950

POL-M1

Canon GL-2, XM-2, XH-G1, XH-A1

POL-M2

Sony DCR-VX1000, DCR-VX2000, DCR-VX2100

POL-M2

Canon Optura MC-100

POL-M1.5

Panasonic AG-DVC80/H, AG-DVX100/A/P

POL-MDVX100

Panasonic AG-HVX200

POL-MVX200

Sony DCR-PC110/120/330, DV-100MC

POL-M1.5

Sony DCR-TRV30, DCR-TRV50

POL-M1

Sony DSR-PD150, DSR-PD170

POL-MPD170

Sony HDR-FX1, HVR-Z1U, HVR-V1, HVR-FX7

POL-MFZ1

Sony HDR-HC1, HVR-A1U

POL-MA1U

Sony HVR-V1U

POL-MV1

Sony PMW-EX1

POL-MEX1

POL-M1 (B&H # POPOLM1) .................................289.95

POL-M3 (B&H # POPOLM3) ....................................CALL

POL-MFZ1 (B&H # POPOLMFZ1) ........................294.95

POL-M1.5 (B&H # POPOLM15) ...........................289.95

POL-MA1U (B&H # POPOLMA1U) ......................289.95

POL-MPD170 (B&H # POPOLMPD170) .............299.95

POL-M2 (B&H # POPOLM2) ................................289.95

POL-MDVX100 (B&H # POPOLMDVX100)........289.95

POL-MVX200 (B&H # POPOLMVX200).............289.95

POL-MEX1 (B&H # POPOLMEX1) ..............................................................................CALL

POL-MV1 (B&H # POPOLMV1) ...............................................................................289.95

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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HARD CASES
Safeguard Field Production Vaults
Safeguard Field Production Vault hard cases are watertight, high-performance
hard-resin cases for video, audio, and photographic equipment transportation
and protection. They are available in three different configurations: with standard
cubed interior foam; with a soft interior divider system; or with a removable
stand-alone interior soft carrying case. Additionally, wheeled versions of these
cases are available with a retractable travel handle for easy transportation.

Standard Hard Case
Watertight, high-performance hard-resin case with a soft carrying handle, cubed interior foam, a
double-hinged locking system for increased safety and security, a pressure relief valve for unmatched watertightness, and a Limited Lifetime Warranty.
Compact Field Production Vault (POPB2400F)
13 x 6.5 x 16” (WHD) exterior; 10.4 x 5.9 x 15” interior, 5.07 lbs......................................................79.95

Wheeled Large Vault (POPB2650F)
16.5 x 10.2 x 20” (WHD) exterior; 14.2 x 9.5 x
18.9” interior, 15.65 lbs ...................................149.95

Medium Field Production Vault (POPB2500F)
15.2 x 7.5 x 19” (WHD) exterior; 12.6 x 6.9 x 17.7”
interior, 7.93 lbs ..................................................89.95

X-Large Field Production Vault (POPB2700F)
20.7 x 8.9 x 23.2” (WHD) exterior; 18.1 x 8.1 x
21.7” interior, 13.88 lbs ..........................................Call

Wheeled Medium Vault (POPB2550F)
13.7 x 9 x 21.5” (WHD) exterior; 11.2 x 7.9 x 20.1”
interior, 11.8 lbs ................................................129.95

Wheeled X-Large Vault (POPB2750F)
20.5 x 10.8 x 24.4” (WHD) exterior; 10.2 x 18 x
21.9 interior, 18.7 lbs .......................................164.95

Hard Case with Dividers
A hard case line with a soft interior Divider Kit
system. Includes a unique “nest” system of
coordinated plush protective pillows.
Medium Field Production Vault
with Dividers (POPB2500DK)
15.2 x 7.5 x 19” (WHD) exterior; 12.6 x 6.9 x 17.7”
interior, 7.93 lbs ...............................................174.95
Wheeled Medium Field Production
Vault with Dividers (POPB2550DK )
13.75 x 9 x 21.5” (WHD) exterior; 11.2 x 7.9 x
20.1” interior, 11.79 lbs....................................184.95
Large Field Production Vault with Dividers
(POPB2600DK)

Large Field Production Vault (POPB2600F)
16.5 x 8.5 x 20” (WHD) exterior; 14.2 x 7.9 x 18.9” interior, 10.36 lbs ......................................................114.95

16.5 x 8.5 x 20” (WHD) exterior; 14.2 x 7.9 x 18.9”
interior, 10.36 lbs..............................................179.95

Hard Case with Removable Interior Soft Carrying Case

Wheeled Large Field Production Vault with
Dividers (POPB2650DK)
16.5 x 10.2 x 20” (WHD) exterior; 14.2 x 9.5 x
18.9” interior, 15.65 lbs ...................................229.95

A hard case with a removable interior soft carrying case for ship & shoot convenience. It includes a
unique “nest” system of coordinated plush protective pillows.
Medium Field Production Vault
with Removable Carrying Case (POPB2500IC)
15.2 x 7.5 x 19” (WHD) exterior; 12.6 x 6.9 x 17.7”
interior, 7.93 lbs ...............................................244.95

Wheeled X-Large Field Production Vault
with Dividers (POPB2750DK)
20.5 x 10.8 x 24.4” (WHD) exterior; 10.2 x 18 x
21.9 interior, 18.7 lbs .......................................259.95

Wheeled Medium Field Production Vault
with Removable Carrying Case (POPB2550IC)
13.8 x 9 x 21.5” (WHD) exterior; 11.2 x 7.9 x 20.1”
interior, 11.79 lbs ..............................................269.95
Large Field Production Vault with
Removable Carrying Case (POPB2600IC)
16.5 x 8.5 x 20” (WHD) exterior; 14.2 x 7.9 x 18.9”
interior, 10.36 lbs..............................................279.95

X-Large Field Production Vault with
Removable Carrying Case (POPB2700IC)
20.7 x 8.9 x 23.2” (WHD) exterior; 18.1 x 8.1 x
21.7” interior, 13.88 lbs ...................................299.95

Wheeled Large Field Production Vault
with Removable Carrying Case (POPB2650IC)
18.5 x 10.2 x 20” (WHD) exterior; 14.2 x 9.5 x
18.9” interior, 15.65 lbs ...................................309.95

Wheeled X-Large Field Production Vault
with Removable Carrying Case (POPB2750IC)
20.5 x 10.8 x 24.4” (WHD) exterior; 18 x 10.2 x
21.9” interior, 18.7 lbs......................................339.95
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X-Large Field Production Vault with
Dividers (POPB2700DK)
20.7 x 8.9 x 23.2” (WHD) exterior; 18.1 x 8.1 x
21.7” interior, 13.88 lbs ...................................219.50
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HARD CASES
Camcorder

Hard Case
with
Interior Foam

Wheeled
Hard Case with
Interior Foam

Hard Case
with Removeable
Soft Case

Wheeled Hard Case
with Removeable
Soft Case

Hard Case
with
Dividers

Wheeled
Hard Case
with Dividers

Canon GL-1, GL-2

PB-2500F

PB-2550F

PB-2500IC

PB-2550IC

PB-2500DK

PB-2550DK

JVC DV-300

PB-2600F

PB-2650F

PB-2600IC

PB-2650IC

PB-2600DK

PB-2650DK

Panasonic AG-AG-DVC30

PB-2500F

PB-2550F

PB-2500IC

PB-2550IC

PB-2500DK

PB-2550DK

Panasonic AG-DVC80/H, AG-DVX100/A

PB-2600F

PB-2650F

PB-2600IC

PB-2650IC

PB-2600DK

PB-2650DK

Panasonic AG-HVX200

PB-2700F

PB-2750F

PB-2700IC

PB-2750IC

PB-2700DK

PB-2750DK

Sony DCR-VX2000, DCRVX-2100

PB-2500F

PB-2550F

PB-2500IC

PB-2550IC

PB-2500DK

PB-2550DK

Sony DSR-PD170, HDR-FX1, HVR-Z1U

PB-2700F

PB-2750F

PB-2700IC

PB-2750IC

PB-2700DK

PB-2750DK

PB-2850TBH Tackle Box Combination Case
The total solution for those who seek protection of their equipment and the efficiency of a mobile
workstation. The Tackle Box includes a lightweight, watertight PB-2850 trunk-style Vault Hard Case shell,
2 removable soft camera/tripod cases, a divider kit system, a laptop pocket and
fold-out visor, and numerous protective pillows and pouches.
A built-in workstation desktop with drop-down legs supports more than 40 lbs. of
equipment. The Vault hard case has supersoft grip, rigid handles and wide smoothgliding, molded-over rubber wheels. It is watertight, durable and crushproof per
NATO and US Military certification standards. It is made with lightweight advanced
TTX01, a high-strength patented plastic requiring less material to deliver the military
grade durability that users demand. (Mfr # PB-2850TBH • B&H # POPB2850TBH) ............................................................699.95

Director’s Cut Series Upgrade
Available exclusively at B&H, the Director’s Cut Series is Porta Brace’s premier upgrade package. Inspired by their signature
hand-crafted Director’s Chair, this series offers rich styling which incorporates antique brass hardware, deerskin suede
accents, microfiber lining and a memory foam core shoulder strap.
Director’s Cut Traveler Camera Case
(Mfr # CTC-3/DC • B&H # POCTC3DC) ...........................429.95

Director’s Cut Quick Tripod Case

Director’s Cut Mini-DV Camcorder Case
(Mfr # CS-DV4/DC • B&H # POCSDV4DC) ......................329.95

Black with suede accents ..................................469.95

Director’s Cut DV Organizer Case
(Mfr # DVO-2/DC • B&H # PODVO2DC) ........................374.95
30” Limited Edition Location Chair
(Mfr # LCH-30D • B&H # POLCH30D): With case.....1284.95

(Mfr # # TQ-46/DC • B&H # POTQ46DC)

Director’s Cut Lightweight Run Bag
(Mfr # RB-4/DC • B&H # PORB4DC) ...............................374.95
Director’s Cut
Size Wize Production Travel Case
(Mfr # SZW-3/DC • B&H # POSZW3DC) .........................519.95

(Mfr # LCH-30DCASE • B&H # POLCH30DCASE) ............464.50

Director’s Cut
Medium Wheeled Production Case
(Mfr # WPC-2OR/DC • B&H # POWPC2ORDC) ...............549.95

Director’s Cut Production Case
(Mfr # PC-333/DC • B&H # POPC333DC) .......................444.95

(Mfr # SS-2/BP-1/DC • B&H # POSS2BP1DC) .................399.95

Replacement Case for LCH-30D
Limited Edition Location Chair

Director’s Cut Side Sling Bag with Belt Pack

(Mfr # CC-325-L/DC • B&H # POCC325LDC) ..................519.95

Director’s Cut Hiker Backpack
Camera Case (Mfr # HK-1/DC • B&H # POHK1DC)
Black with suede accents ..................................549.95

Director’s Cut Carry-On Camcorder Case
(Mfr # CO-AB-M/DC • B&H # POCOABMDC) .................489.95

Director’s Cut Director’s Case
(Mfr # DC-3V/DC • B&H # PODC3VDC) .........................374.95

Director’s Cut Quick Draw
Professional Camcorder Case

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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WATER-TIGHT PROTECTOR CASES
Pelican has built a reputation for manufacturing the toughest Protector Cases in the world. And that is really what it’s all
about. Getting your gear from point A to point B in the condition it’s meant to be in: intact and functional.
Protector Cases are made with Copolymer Polypropylene, using an open cell core and solid wall construction, which is
actually stronger and lighter than solid core wall found in other cases. And you know it’s a Pelican Case by the distinctive
“twin-ribbed” top surface. Stainless steel pins are used for hinges and handles. The Double-Throw latches are easy to open:
it’s the classic ‘C’ clamp design with a secondary movement that works like a pry bar to start the release and offers plenty
of leverage to open with a light pull. These cases also feature a polymer o-ring that acts as a waterproof seal. An Automatic Pressure Equalization Valve releases built-up air pressure while keeping water molecules out, resulting in a watertight case that is even easier to open.
Pelican’s Pick ’N Pluck foam lets you customize the interior according to your gear. An easy, do-it-yourself system for
custom-shaping the interior of the case according to your equipment. Layers of foam are pre-scored in tiny cubes. Simply
measure your equipment over the grid and pluck away. Contents stay in place and get extra protection at the same time.

SMALL
CASES
1300

1200

1400

1150

Case

Internal
Dimensions

External
Dimensions

Lid
Depth

Bottom
Depth

Black

Silver

Orange

Yellow

Blue

Desert
Tan

1120
with Foam

7.3” x 4.8” x 3.1”
(LWD)

8.1” x 6.6” x 3.6”
(LWD)

.50”

2.56”

(PE1120FB)
29.95

(PE1120FS)
29.95

(PE1120FO)
29.95

(PE1120FY)
29.95

(PE1120FBL)
29.95

(PE1120FDT)
29.95

1120NF
without Foam

7.3” x 4.8” x 3.1”
(LWD)

8.1” x 6.6” x 3.6”
(LWD)

.50”

2.56”

(PE1120B)
29.50

(PE1120S)
29.50

(PE1120O)
29.50

(PE1120Y)
29.50

(PE1120BL)
29.50

(PE1120DT)
29.50

1150
with Foam

8.2” x 5.7” x 3.6”
(LWD)

9.1” x 7.6” x 4.4”
(LWD)

.75”

2.87”

(PE1150FB)
33.50

(PE1150FS)
33.50

(PE1150FO)
33.50

(PE1150FY)
33.50

(PE1150FBL)
33.50

(PE1150FDT)
33.50

1150NF
without Foam

8.2” x 5.7” x 3.6”
(LWD)

9.1” x 7.6” x 4.4”
(LWD)

.75”

2.87”

(PE1150B)
29.95

(PE1150S)
29.95

(PE1150O)
29.95

(PE1150Y)
29.95

(PE1150BL)
29.95

(PE1150DT)
29.95

1200
with Foam

9.3” x 7.1” x 4.1”
(LWD)

10.6” x 9.7” x 4.8”
(LWD)

1.18”

2.93”

(PE1200FB)
39.95

(PE1200FS)
39.95

(PE1200FO)
39.95

(PE1200FY)
39.95

(PE1200FBL)
39.95

PE1200FDT)
39.95

1200NF
without Foam

9.3” x 7.1” x 4.1”
(LWD)

10.6” x 9.7” x 4.8”
(LWD)

1.18”

2.93”

(PE1200B)
37.50

(PE1200S)
37.50

(PE1200O)
37.50

(PE1200Y)
37.50

(PE1200BL)
37.50

(PE1200DT)
37.50

1300
with Foam

9.8” x 7” x 6.1”
(LWD)

10.6” x 9.7” x 6.8”
(LWD)

1.18”

4.93”

(PE1300FB)
39.95

(PE1300FS)
39.95

(PE1300FO)
39.95

(PE1300FY)
39.95

(PE1300FBL)
39.95

PE1300FDT)
39.95

1300NF
without Foam

9.8” x 7” x 6.1”
(LWD)

10.6” x 9.7” x 6.8”
(LWD)

1.18”

4.93”

(PE1300B)
37.50

(PE1300S)
37.50

(PE1300O)
37.50

(PE1300Y)
37.50

(PE1300BL)
37.50

(PE1300DT)
37.50

1400
with Foam

11.8” x 8.9” x 5.2”
(LWD)

13.4” x 11.6” x 6”
(LWD)

1.18”

4”

(PE1400FB)
61.32

(PE1400FS)
61.32

(PE1400FO)
61.32

(PE1400FY)
61.32

(PE1400FBL)
61.32

PE1400FDT)
61.32

1400NF
without Foam

11.8” x 8.9” x 5.2”
(LWD)

13.4” x 11.6” x 6”
(LWD)

1.18”

4”

(PE1400B)
51.94

(PE1400S)
51.94

(PE1400O)
51.94

(PE1400Y)
51.94

(PE1400BL)
51.94

(PE1400DT)
51.94
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WATER-TIGHT PROTECTOR CASES
Top Loader Cases:
Featuring a unique top loading design, the 1430 and 1440 have easy open double throw
latches, stainless steel hardware and padlock protectors.

MEDIUM
CASES

1430: 13.6” x 5.7” x 11.7” interior, a 16.9” x
9.6” x 13.4” exterior, 2” lid depth and 9.7”
bottom depth. It is available with Pick ‘N
Pluck foam (1430); without foam (1430NF);
or with padded dividers (1434). It has a single folding top handle with no-slip overmolded cushion grip.
Case
1440

1430

1450 Case with Foam: 14.6” x 10.2” x 6”
interior, 16” x 13” x 6.9” exterior, 1.75” lid, 4.25”
bottom. Available in Black (PE1450FB), Silver
(PE1450FS), Orange (PE1450FO), Yellow (PE1450FY),
and Desert Tan (PE1450FDT) ...............................78.37
1450 Case without Foam: Same as above,
without foam. Available in Black (PE1450NFB),
Silver (PE1450NFS), Orange (PE1450NFO), Yellow
(PE1450NFY), and Desert Tan (PE1450NFDT) ......64.95
1454 Case with Padded Dividers: The 1450
Case with padded dividers. Available in Black
(PE1450DB), Silver (PE1450DS), Orange (PE1450DO),
Yellow (PE1450DY), Desert Tan (PE1450DDT) ..104.13
1470 Computer Case with Foam: 15.6” x 10.4”
x 3.8” interior, 16.7” x 13.1” x 4.4” exterior, 1.37”
lid, 2.37” bottom. Available in Black (PE1470FB),
and Desert Tan (PE1470FDT) ...............................89.50
1470 Computer Case without Foam: Same
as above without foam. Available in Black
(PE1470NFB), and Desert Tan (PE1470NFDT) ....82.29L
1490 Computer Case with Foam: 17.8” x 11.4”
x 4.2” interior, 19.9” x 13.9” x 4.7” exterior, 1.5” lid,
2.62” bottom. Available in Black (PE1490FB), and
Desert Tan (PE1490FDT) .....................................107.95
1490 Computer Case without Foam: Same
as above without foam. Available in Black
(PE1490NFB) ..............................................................98.95

1440: 17.1” x 7.5” x 16” interior, 19.7” x 12” x 18”
exterior, 2” lid depth and 14.5” bottom depth.
Available with Pick ‘N Pluck foam (1440);
without foam (1440NF); or with padded dividers
(1444). It has a fold down handle, a retractable
extension handle, and two strong polyurethane
wheels with stainless steel bearings.

Black

Silver

Orange

Yellow

Desert Tan

Price

1430 with Foam

(PE1430FB)

(PE1430FS)

(PE1430FO)

(PE1430FY)

(PE1430FDT)

66.95

1430NF without Foam

(PE1430B)

—

—

—

(PE1430DT)

56.50
103.50

1434NF with Dividers

(PE1434B)

(PE1434S)

(PE1434O)

(PE1434Y)

(PE1434DT)

1440 with Foam

(PE1440FB)

(PE1440FS)

(PE1440FO)

(PE1440FY)

(PE1440FDT)

132.13

1440NF without Foam

(PE1440B)

(PE1440S)

(PE1440O)

(PE1440Y)

(PE1440DT)

113.09

1444NF with Dividers

(PE1444B)

(PE1444S)

(PE1444O)

(PE1444Y)

(PE1444DT)

CALL

1490CC1 Deluxe Computer Case: The 1490
Case with lid organizer, fitted shock absorbing
tray, shoulder strap, and double safety locking
latches with keys. Fits notebook computers up
to 14” x 10.8” x 2.5” (LWD). Available in Black
(PE1490CC1), and Desert Tan (PE1490CC1DT) ...154.95

1495CC2 Deluxe Computer Case: The 1495
Case with Pick ‘N Pluck foam, a lid organizer, a
3-dial combination lock, and a padded shoulder
strap. Available in Black (PE1495CC2B), and Desert
Tan (PE1495CC2DT)...............................................169.95

1490CC2 Deluxe Computer Case: 18.9” x 13.1”
x 3.8” interior, 21.6” x 17.3” x 4.9” exterior, 1.12”
lid, 2.68” bottom. Fits up to 17” laptops.
Includes a 3-dial combination lock included,
a lid organizer and a padded shoulder strap.
Available in Black (PE1490CC2), and Desert Tan
(PE1490CC2DT) .......................................................136.95
1495 Attache/Computer Case with Foam:
18.9” x 13.1” x 3.8” interior, 21.6” x 17.3” x 4.9”
exterior, 1.12” lid, 2.68” bottom. Fits up to 17”
laptops. Includes a 3-dial combination lock.
Available in Black (PE1495FB), and Desert Tan
(PE1495FDT) ...............................................................CALL

1450 Case
with Foam

1490 Computer
Case with Foam

1495 Attache/Computer Case with Foam:
Same as above without foam. Available in
Black (PE1495NFB) ...................................................CALL
1495CC1 Deluxe Computer Case: The 1495
Case with Pick ‘N Pluck foam, a fitted shock
absorbing tray, a shoulder strap, a shock
absorbing laptop sleeve, an accessory pouch,
and double safety locking latches. Available
in Black (PE1495CC1B), and Desert Tan
(PE1495CC1DT) .......................................................189.95

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821

1495 Computer
Case with Foam
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1500 Case with Foam
With a single folding front handle with no-slip
overmolded cushion grip. 16.8” x 11.8” x 6.1”
interior, 18.5” x 14.1” x 6.9” exterior, 1.81” lid, 4.31”
bottom. Available in Black (PE1500FB), Silver
(PE1500FS), Orange (PE1500FO), Yellow (PE1500FY),
and Desert Tan (PE1500FDT) ...............................91.95

1526
shown with
1527 Bag
inside

1560
with
handle
extended

1500 Case without Foam
Same as above, without foam. Available in
Black (PE1500NFB), Silver (PE1500NFS), Orange
(PE1500NFO), Yellow (PE1500NFY), and Desert Tan
(PE1500NFDT) ...........................................................78.95

1504 Case with Padded Dividers
The 1500 Case with padded dividers. Available
in Black (PE1500DB), Silver (PE1500DS), Orange
(PE1500DO), Yellow (PE1500DY), Desert Tan
(PE1500DDT) ..........................................................111.95

1550
with Foam

1527 Convertible
Travel Bag

1510 Carry On Case with Foam
With front and side folding handles, a
retractable extension handle, and exterior
mounted polyurethane wheels with stainless
steel bearings. 19.8” x 11” x 7.6” interior, 22” x
13.8” x 9” exterior, 1.79” lid, 5.79” bottom.
Available in Black (PE1510FB), and Desert Tan
(PE1510FDT) ............................................................129.95

1526 Combo Case

1550 Case with Foam

The 1520 Case without foam combined with a
1527 Convertible Travel Case. Available in Black
(PE1520GBB), Silver (PE1520GBS) or Orange
(PE1520GBO) ..........................................................152.50

With a comfortable rubber over-molded
handle. 18.4” x 14” x 7.6” interior, 20.6” x 16.9” x
8.1” exterior, 1.75” lid, 5.87” bottom. Available
in Black (PE1550FB), Silver (PE1550FS), Orange
(PE1550FO), Yellow (PE1550FY), and Desert
Tan (PE1550FDT) ...................................................113.95

1527 Convertible Travel Bag (PE1527)
1510 Carry On Case without Foam
Same as above without foam. Available in
Black (PE1510B), and Desert Tan (PE1510DT) ..109.95

1514 Carry On Case with Padded Dividers
The 1510 Case with padded dividers. Black
(PE1510DB) or Desert Tan (PE1510DDT) .............154.95

1520 Case with Foam
With a single folding front handle with no-slip
overmolded cushion grip. 17.9” x 12.8” x 6.8” interior, 19.1” x 15.4” x 7.6” exterior, 1.81” lid, 4.93”
bottom. Available in Black (PE1520FB), Silver
(PE1520FS), Orange (PE1520FO), Yellow (PE1520FY),
and Desert Tan (PE1520FDT) ...............................99.95

A top and side loading padded gadget bag
made to fit inside any Pelican 1520 series case.
This heavy-duty waterproof, padded ballistic
nylon bag has rustproof nylon zippers on all
pockets, reinforced straps and clips, and
dividers to organize and protect your
equipment against impact, vibration, thermal
shock, moisture and dust. The bag can be
carried by a comfortable carrying handle or a
thick ergonomic shoulder strap. 17.5” x 12.5” x
6 3⁄8” interior, 17 3⁄4” x 13.5” x 7.25” exterior..73.95

1520 Case without Foam
Same as above, without foam. Available in
Black (PE1520NFB), Silver (PE1520NFS), Orange
(PE1520NFO), Yellow (PE1520NFY), and Desert Tan
(PE1520NFDT) ...........................................................84.95

1524 Case with Padded Dividers
The 1520 Case with padded dividers. Available
in Black (PE1520DB), Silver (PE1520DS), Orange
(PE1520DO), Yellow (PE1520DY), Desert Tan
(PE1520DDT) ..........................................................128.95
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1550 Case without Foam
Same as above, without foam. Available in
Black (PE1550B), Silver (PE1550S), Orange (PE1550O),
Yellow (PE1550Y), and Desert Tan (PE1550DT) .94.95

1554 Case with Padded Dividers
The 1550 Case with padded dividers. Available
in Black (PE1550DB), Silver (PE1550DS), Orange
(PE1550DO), Yellow (PE1550DY), and Desert Tan
(PE1550DDT) ..........................................................154.95

1080 HardBack Case
A watertight case made to carry a compact 10-12”
notebook computer. The case is made from a Cycaloy
material and has a Polyurethane computer tray inside. It
will float in water with a 10
lb. load and has a polymer
O-Ring and purge valve. It
holds notebook computers
up to 12.3 x 9.3 x 1.5”. It’s
exterior dimensions are
13.75 x 10.95 x 2.55”. It is available in Black
(PE1080CCB) and Charcoal Gray (PE1080CCDG) .......64.95
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Cube Cases:

LARGE
CASES

Cube Cases are extra deep so you can layer foam or padded dividers (it’s like a split level
condo for gear), or empty them out and drop in one big thing. Which is why they’ve got
those gorilla-sized handles: a man on each side with a double hand hold each to heave
those heavy loads. Got a bad back? No worries. Just pick up a pull strap and a set of
optional casters (included with the 0340) and snap ‘em into the base plate. When you get
to check-in, just unclip the casters and toss them in the Cube Case. And here’s another
forehead slapper: now you can stack any size cubes, because slots in the lid lock the case
on top. Put casters on the bottom cube and you’ve got a rolling tower.
That’s what’s good about a Cube Case. You also get everything all Pelican Protector Case
offer, like Double-Throw latches. They’re 400 lbs. strong to keep the lid on, but still open
with a light pull. Or the water and dust proof neoprene o-ring seal. And metal reinforced
padlock protectors... good luck cutting through them.
And let’s not forget the Automatic Purge Valve with a Gore-Tex membrane. It’s a box that
breathes, but can’t get wet inside. You break it, we replace it... forever.

0370

0350

Internal
Dimensions

External
Dimensions

Lid
Depth

Bottom
Depth

With Wheels
and Foam

With Wheels
without Foam

With Wheels
and Dividers

0340
18” Cube Case

18” x 18”x 18”
(LWD)

20.5” x 20.5” x 20.5”
(LWD)

4”

12.5”

Black (PE0340CCFB) 229.95
Tan (PE0340CCFDT) 229.95

Black (PE0340CCB) 202.95
Tan (PE0340CCDT) 202.95

Black (PE0340CCDB) 339.95
Tan (PE0340CCDDT) 339.95

0350
20” Cube Case

20” x 20” x 20”
(LWD)

22.5” x 22.4” x 21.3”
(LWD)

5”

15”

Black (PE0350CCFB) 234.95
Tan (PE0350CCFDT) 234.95

Black (PE0350CCB) 214.95
Tan (PE0350CCDT) 214.95

Black (PE0350CCDB) 344.95
Tan (PE0350CCDDT) 344.95

0370
24” Cube Case

24” x 24” x 24”
(LWD)

26.5” x 26.5” x 25.3”
(LWD)

4.5”

18”

Black (PE0370CCFB) 281.95
Tan (PE0370CCFDT) 281.95

Black (PE0370CCB) 258.95
Tan (PE0370CCDT) 258.95

Black (PE0370CCDB) 399.95
Tan (PE0370CCDDT) 39995

Case

1600 Case with Foam: With a comfortable
rubber over-molded handle. 21.4” x 16.5” x 7.9”
interior, 24.3” x 19.4” x 8.7” exterior, 1.75” lid,
6.12” bottom. Available in Black (PE1600FB), Silver
(PE1600FS), Orange (PE1600FO), Yellow (PE1600FY),
and Desert Tan (PE1600FDT) ............................133.95

1610

1600 Case without Foam: Same as above,
without foam. Available in Black (PE1600S),
Silver (PE1600S), Orange (PE1600O), Yellow (PE1600Y),
and Desert Tan (PE1600DT) ..............................109.95
1560
with Dividers

1560 Case with Foam: With a comfortable
rubber over-molded handle. 18.4” x 14” x 7.6”
interior, 20.6” x 16.9” x 8.1” exterior, 1.75” lid,
5.87” bottom. Available in Black (PE1560FB), Silver
(PE1560FS), and Desert Tan (PE1560FDT) .........138.95
1560 Case without Foam: Same as above,
without foam. Available in Black (PE1560S),
Silver (PE1560S), Orange (PE1560O), Yellow (PE1560Y),
and Desert Tan (PE1560DT) ..............................118.95
1564 Case with Padded Dividers: The 1560
Case with padded dividers. Available in Black
(PE1560DB), Silver (PE1560DS), Orange (PE1560DO),
Yellow (PE1560DY), Desert Tan (PE1560DDT) ..184.95

1604 Case with Padded Dividers: The 1600
Case with padded dividers. Available in Black
(PE1600DB), Silver (PE1600DS), Orange (PE1600DO),
Yellow (PE1600DY), Desert Tan (PE1600DDT) ..179.95
1610 Case with Foam: With fold down handles
and a retractable extension handle. 21.7” x 16.6”
x 10.6” interior, 24.7” x 19.6” x 11.9” exterior, 2.06”
lid, 8.5” bottom. Available in Black (PE1610FB) and
Desert Tan (PE1610FDT) .....................................172.50
1600
with Foam

1610 Case without Foam: Same as above,
without foam. Available in Black (PE1610B) and
Desert Tan (PE1610DT) .......................................144.95
1614 Case with Padded Dividers: The 1610
Case with padded dividers. Available in Black
(PE1610DB) and Desert Tan (PE1610DDT) .........212.95

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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1630 with
handle extended

1620 in
Desert Tan

1634 Case with
Padded Dividers

1640 Case with Foam: With fold down handles
and a retractable extension handle. 23.7” x 24”
x 13.9” interior, 27.2” x 27.5” x 16.3” exterior, 2”
lid, 11.9” bottom. Available in Black (PE1640FB)
and Desert Tan (PE1640FDT) ............................212.95

1660 Case with Foam: With fold down handles
and a retractable extension handle. 28.2” x
19.8” x 17.6” interior, 31.5” x 22.9” x 19” exterior,
3.5” lid, 14.12” bottom. Available in Black
(PE1660FB) and Desert Tan (PE1660FDT)..........243.95

1640 Case without Foam: Same as above,
without foam. Available in Black (PE1640B) and
Desert Tan (PE1640DT).......................................194.95

1660 Case without Foam: Same as above,
without foam. Available in Black (PE1660B) and
Desert Tan (PE1660DT).......................................224.95

1644 Case with Padded Dividers: The 1640
Case with padded dividers. Available in Black
(PE1640DB) and Desert Tan (PE1640DDT) ............CALL

1664 Case with Padded Dividers: The 1660
Case with padded dividers. Available in Black
(PE1660DB) and Desert Tan (PE1660DDT) ........354.95

1650 Case with Foam: With fold down handles
and a retractable extension handle. 28.5” x 17.4”
x 10.5” interior, 30.8 x 20.5” x 11.6” exterior, 1.87”
lid, 8.62” bottom. Available in Black (PE1650FB)
and Desert Tan (PE1650FDT) ............................184.95

1690 Case with Foam: With fold down
handles and a retractable extension handle. 30
x 25” x 16” interior, 33.4” x 28.4” x 18.2” exterior,
2.86” lid, 12.14” bottom. Available in Black
(PE1690FB), OD Green (PE1690FGR) and Desert Tan
(PE1690FDT) ...........................................................189.95

1650 Case without Foam: Same as above,
without foam. Available in Black (PE1650B) and
Desert Tan (PE1650DT).......................................158.95

1690 Case without Foam: Same as above,
without foam. Available in Black (PE1690B), OD
Green (PE1690GR), Desert Tan (PE1690DT) .....170.95

1654 Case with Padded Dividers: The 1650
Case with padded dividers. Available in Black
(PE1650DB) and Desert Tan (PE1650DDT) ........249.95

1694 Case with Padded Dividers: The 1690
Case with padded dividers. Available in Black
(PE1690DB), OD Green (PE1690DGR), and Desert Tan
(PE1690DDT) ..........................................................265.95

1620 Case with Foam: With fold down handles
and a retractable extension handle. 21.4” x 16.3”
x 12.6” interior, 24.8” x 19.4” x 13.9” exterior, 2.06”
lid, 10.5” bottom. Available in Black (PE1620FB)
and Desert Tan (PE1620FDT) ............................177.95
1620 Case without Foam: Same as above,
without foam. Available in Black (PE1620B) and
Desert Tan (PE1620DT).......................................149.95

1650
with
handle
extended

1624 Case with Padded Dividers: The 1620
Case with padded dividers. Available in Black
(PE1620DB) and Desert Tan (PE1620DDT) ........279.95

1690

1630 Case with Foam: With fold down
handles and a retractable extension handle.
27.7” x 21” x 15.5” interior, 31.3” x 24.2” x 17.5”
exterior, 3.25” lid, 12.25” bottom. Available in
Black (PE1630FB), OD Green (PE1630FGR) and
Desert Tan (PE1630FDT) .....................................169.95
1630 Case without Foam: Same as above,
without foam. Available in Black (PE1630B), OD
Green (PE1630GR), Desert Tan (PE1630DT) .....148.95
1634 Case with Padded Dividers: The 1630
Case with padded dividers. Available in Black
(PE1630DB), OD Green (PE1630DGR), and Desert Tan
(PE1630DDT) ..........................................................193.95
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1640

1650 Case
with Foam
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Building rugged shipping cases has been an art of
refinement for over thirty years at Thermodyne.
Thermodyne cases feature a unique ribbed architecture,
designed to absorb shock on impact while protecting its
valuable contents. There is no better way to protect your
merchandise during shipment than with a Thermodyne
patented Shock-Stop case (over 450 unique designs
readily available). If you are interested in pre-wiring your
equipment in a standard 19” rack to reduce set-up time
and facilitate proper operation, the Rack-Pack case will
allow you to do just that. Simply remove front and rear
covers, and you are ready to go. Rack Pack cases also
feature interlocking ribs for space saving, rock-solid
stacking. For equipment requiring special handling,
Thermodyne’s designers, engineers and technicians will
custom-build a case to meet your needs. Custom cases are made to order to your specifications, right down to the custom
hand fabricated foam inserts.

All Thermodyne Cases Feature
If you’re shipping your fragile, sensitive and delicate equipment around the world, around the country or around the corner, you don’t want to
be shocked when you open the case and look inside. Sudden shocks and mechanical vibrations can cause excessive damage to sensitive components. That's why you want the peace of mind that owning a Thermodyne “Shok-Stop” and “Rack-Pack” transit case will give you. For over 30
years Thermodyne has produced transportation/operation cases designed to protect your delicate equipment. Let's face it, a lot of things can
happen in transit. A bumpy ride, an unexpected drop, or a clumsy handler can cause damage. Or worse yet, the unit may become completely
inoperable. Thermodyne was the first to develop custom cases for Boeing 707 parts that required arrival in factory condition regardless of
rough handling. This was accomplished by designing a case made of durable, High-Molecular Weight Polyethylene, flexible enough to absorb
shock, yet rugged enough to withstand tremendous force and impact. The ribbed design far superior to metal, fiberglass, or wood containers
enables Shok-Stop cases to absorb kinetic energy, offering interior contents protection from every angle. Inside, Thermodyne features a custom-fitted foam design that molds exactly to the dimensions of your equipment.

Custom Fit

Military Specifications

Large Inventory

For many applications, Thermodyne’s standard line of 400 Shok-Stop cases (and 16
standard Rack-Pack sizes), will fit your needs
perfectly. However, some equipment requires special handling. For totally new and
unique requirements, Thermodyne’s designers, engineers and technicians will custombuild a case to meet your needs. All cases are
custom cut with no additional charge

The unrivaled design pioneered by Thermodyne is so far superior to any other material,
that their transit/operation cases have become part of many military specifications for
transporting highly sensitive products. Every
Shok-Stop and Rack-Pack case can meet or
exceed the toughest military specs including
ATA300-CAT 1, MIL-C-4150, MIL-T-21200, as
well as MIL-STD-810.

For quick response to orders, Thermodyne
maintains standard size cases on hand, so
pieces of equipment can be fit immediately.
Special design and custom orders can be
filled quickly. Their custom foam-cutting department hand fabricates and installs foam
completely in-house.

The Case of Choice
With over 300 standard Shok-Stop and 16 Rack-Pack sizes to choose from, plus an expanding catalog of successfully designed inner foam
liner patterns, Thermodyne cases fit any need. Companies as diverse as ITT, XEROX, Litton, Northrop, McDonnel-Douglas, Hughes Aircraft,
Texas Instruments, Panasonic, Hewlett-Packard, Hitachi, JVC, Ikegami, General Dynamics, Sony, and The Armand Hammer Foundation have all
made Thermodyne the case of choice.

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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SLIMLINE
Slimline cases shock absorbing ribbed design stops impact vibrations from reaching the
cases interior and potentially damaging or rendering your precious cargo inoperable.
Now, by adding two new features to the original design, Thermodyne almost doubled the
number of cases from which you can choose.
◆ By incorporating steel bearing wheels, they greatly reduced the effort you'll need to get your equipment

to the car, to the loading dock or to the
airport. Securely tucked into the
radiuses corner of the case, these
road worthy high-density rubber
wheels spin easily on hardened all
steel bearings. They're built tough
enough to take the knocks typical of
most "baggage handling" situations time after
time, year after year. And because the wheels are a
"sealed system", they're impervious to water and require no lubrication. Ideal for
LCD projectors, VCRs, hard drives, and all other types of electronic equipment.

How to Interpret Code:
(dimensions in inches)
2 1

x

1 3
B
Depth

A
Width

x

( 5
C
Bottom

+

5 )
D
Lid

◆ Incorporates a full extension telescoping handle with a built-in safety lock. Not

some light weight thin walled industrial alloy, but heavy duty aluminum, thick
enough and tough enough to give you all the leverage and control you’ll need to
manage even the heaviest loads. To raise the handle to a comfortable height,
simply depress the latching button in the handle and lift. Press the button again
and the handle retracts into a recessed aluminum guard, fully protected. Unlike
lesser quality cases that rely on "detents" to hold position, their handle “locks”
firmly when retracted or extended.

SlimLine Sizes
Part No.

B&H No.

Wx D x (Bottom+Lid)

Part No.

B&H No.

W x D x (Bottom+Lid)

103500-1712 (3+3)

TH171233

17 x 12” x (3+3)”

103500-2519 (10+4)

TH2519104

25 x 19 x (10+4)”

103500-1712 (4+3)

TH171243

17 x 12 x (4+3)”

103500-2519 (11+4)

TH2519144

25 x 19 x (11+4)”

103500-1712 (4+4)

TH171244

17 x 12 x (4+4)”

103500-2519 (8+8)

TH251988

TH1915.533

19 x 15.5 x (3+3)”

103500-2519 (10+10)

103500-1915.5 (4+3)

TH1915.543

19 x 15.5 x (4+3)”

103500-2618 (4+4)

TH261844

26 x 18 x (4+4)”

103500-1915.5 (4+4)

TH1915.544

19 x 15.5 x (4+4)”

103500-2618 (7+4)

TH261874

26 x 18 x (7+4)”

103500-2113 (4+4)

TH211344

21 x 13 x (4+4)”

103500-2618 (6+6)

TH261866

26 x 18 x (6+6)”

103500-2113 (5+4)

TH211355

21 x 13 x (5+4)”

103500-2618 (7+7)

TH261877

26 x 18 x (7+7)”

103500-2113 (5+5)

TH211354

21 x 13 x (5+5)”

103500-2818 (4+4)

TH281844

28 x 18 x (4+4)”

103500-2419 (3+3)

TH241933

24 x 19 x (3+3)”

103500-2818 (5+5)

TH281855

28 x 18 x (5+5)”

103500-2419 (5+5)

TH241955

24 x 19 x (5+5)”

103500-2818 (7+4)

TH281874

28 x 18 x (7+4)”

103500-2419 (7+3)

TH241973

24 x 19 x (7+3)”

103500-2818 (8+8)

TH281888

28 x 18 x (8+8)”

103500-2419 (7+7)

TH241977

24 x 19 x (7+7)”

103500-2822 (3+3)

TH282233

28 x 22 x (3+3)”

103500-2419 (9+3)

TH241993

24 x 19 x (9+3)”

103500-2822 (5+5)

TH282255

28 x 22 x (5+5)”

103500-2419 (9+9)

TH241999

24 x 19 x (9+9)”

103500-2822 (8+3)

TH282283

28 x 22 x (8+3)”

103500-2519 (4+4)

TH251944

25 x 19 x (4+4)”

103500-2822 (8+8)

TH282288

28 x 22 x (8+8)”

103500-2519 (6+6)

TH251966

25 x 19 x (6+6)”

103500-2519 (8+4)

TH251984

25 x 19 x (8+4)”

The first 6 models are only available without wheels or handle. All other cases
are available with or without wheels or handle (specify when ordering)
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TH25191010

25 x 19 x (8+8)”

103500-1915.5 (3+3)

25 x 19 x (10+10)”
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SHOK-STOP CASES
Rugged and durable, built for strong protection. While rigid aluminum, wood or
fiberglass cases transfer sharp impact directly to their contents, Shok-Stop’s
unique ribbed design absorbs shock on impact, actually flexing to cushion
against shocks. Yet, it is still rugged enough to
handle tough treatment, as well as
temperatures ranging from -200° to
+160° F. The case can be ordered completely waterproof and non-corrosive.
The precisely-engineered ribbing and corner bumpers on
each Shok-Stop case also help protect your equipment. Even if your
Shok-Stop were dropped from a considerable height, thrown around a loading dock, or transported over bumpy roads, your equipment will arrive in factory-calibrated condition.

Part No.

Wx D x (Bottom+Lid)

102067................................12 x 8 x (4+4)”
102189...............................12 x 12 x (3+5)”
102189-1 ...........................12 x 12 x (5+5)”
102189-2...........................12 x 12 x (3+3)”
102617 ................................14 x 9 x (7+3)”
102617-1.............................19 x 9 x (7+7)”
102617-2 ............................19 x 9 x (3+3)”
102070 ............................14 x 13 x (13+4)”
102150...........................14 x 13 x (13+13)”
102149...............................15 x 13 x (5+4)”
102618...............................16 x 16 x (8+4)”
102618-1 ...........................16 x 16 x (8+8)”
102618-2...........................16 x 16 x (4+4)”
102575 ............................16 x 16 x (16+6)”
102575-1.......................16 x 16 x (16+16)”
102575-2 ..........................16 x 16 x (6+6)”
102826 ............................17 x 17 x (18+8)”
102845 ..............................18 x 12 x (7+5)”
102845-1...........................18 x 12 x (7+7)”
102845-2 ..........................18 x 12 x (5+5)”
102223 ..............................18 x 13 x (8+4)”
102223-1 ..........................18 x 13 x (8+8)”
102223-2 ..........................18 x 13 x (4+4)”
102572 ............................18 x 14 x (14+5)”
102572-1.......................18 x 14 x (14+14)”
102572-2 ..........................18 x 14 x (5+5)”
102558 ..............................18 x 15 x (6+8)”
102574...........................18 x 18 x (18+10)”
102574-1 .......................18 x18 x (18+18)”
102574-2 .......................18 x18 x (10+10)”
102529 ..............................21 x 15 x (7+5)”
102529-1...........................21 x 15 x (7+7)”
102529-2 ..........................21 x 15 x (5+5)”

Part No.

Wx D x (Bottom+Lid)

102382 ............................22 x 12 x (10+5)”
102382-1.......................22 x 12 x (10+10)”
102382-2 ..........................22 x 12 x (5+5)”
102407 ............................22 x19 x (12+5)”
102407-1 ......................22 x 19 x (12+12)”
102407-2..........................22 x 19 x (5+5)”
102860............................22 x 21 x (10+8)”
102860-1 ......................22 x 21 x (10+10)”
102860-2 .........................22 x 21 x (8+8)”
102563 ............................23 x 19 x (11+7)”
102563-1.......................23 x 19 x (11+11)”
102563-2..........................23 x 19 x (7+7)”
102068 ...........................23 x 23 x (11+5)”
102068-1......................23 x 23 x (11+11)”
102068-2.........................23 x 23 x (5+5)”
102799..............................24 x 16 x (6+5)”
102799-1 ..........................24 x 16 x (6+6)”
102799-2..........................24 x 16 x (5+5)”
102069..............................24 x18 x (9+5)”
102069-1 ..........................24 x18 x (9+9)”
102069-2..........................24 x18 x (5+5)”
102787..............................25 x 13 x (8+3)”
102787-1 ..........................25 x 13 x (8+8)”
102787-2..........................25 x 13 x (3+3)”
102603.............................26 x 22 x (8+8)”
102923.............................27 x 27 x (9+9)”
102959 ...........................27 x 27 x (11+6)”
102959-1......................27 x 27 x (11+11)”
102959-2.........................27 x 27 x (6+6)”
103272 ...........................27 x 27 x (10+7)”
103272-1 .....................27 x 27 x (10+10)”
103272-2 .........................27 x 27 x (6+6)”
102846 .........................27 x 27 x (16+16)”

Part No.

W x D x (Bottom+Lid)

102621 ............................28 x 18 x (13+5)”
102621-1.......................28 x 18 x (13+13)”
102621-2...........................28 x 18 x (5+5)”
102400 ..........................28 x 22 x (12+5)”
102400-1 ....................28 x 22 x (12+12)”
102400-2.........................28 x 22 x (5+5)”
102557...........................28 x 25 x (14+7)”
102557-1 .....................28 x 25 x (14+14)”
102557-2 ........................28 x 25 x (7+7)”
102525..............................29 x 14 x (7+7)”
102990..............................29 x 15 x (6+8)”
102990-1 ..........................29 x 15 x (8+8)”
102990-2..........................29 x 15 x (6+6)”
103256.............................29 x 24 x (9+4)”
103256-1 .........................29 x 24 x (9+9)”
103256-2 .........................29 x 24 x (4+4)”
102932 .............................30 x 21 x (8+8)”
102604............................31 x 20 x (16+7)”
102604-1 ......................31 x 20 x (16+16)”
102604-2..........................31 x 20 x (7+7)”
102564..............................34 x 16 x (8+8)”
102844..............................34 x 18 x (8+8)”
102837...........................34 x 25 x (13+7)”
102837-1......................34 x 25 x (13+13)”
102837-2 .........................34 x 25 x (7+7)”
103257.........................34 x 28 x (14+10)”
103257-1 .....................34 x 28 x (14+14)”
103257-2.........................34 x 28 x (8+8)”
102773 ...........................34 x 32 x (11+4)”
102773-1......................34 x 32 x (11+11)”
102773-2.........................34 x 32 x (4+4)”
102775 .............................35 x 21 x (7+4)”
102775-1..........................35 x 21 x (7+7)”

Part No.

W x D x (Bottom+Lid)

102775-2..........................35 x 21 x (4+4)”
102643.............................35 x 25 x (9+9)”
102641 .............................35 x 27 x (5+5)”
102640 ...........................35 x 35 x (15+6)”
102640-1 .....................35 x 35 x (15+15)”
102640-2.........................35 x 35 x (6+6)”
102401..............................36 x 12 x (8+4)”
102401-1...........................36 x 12 x (8+8)”
102401-2..........................36 x 12 x (4+4)”
102921 .........................36 x 20 x (13+13)”
102516 ..............................37 x 19 x (9+4)”
102516-1 ..........................37 x 19 x (9+9)”
102516-2 ..........................37 x 19 x (4+4)”
102573.............................37 x 22 x (8+5)”
102573-1 .........................37 x 22 x (8+8)”
102573-2.........................37 x 22 x (5+5)”
102403...........................40 x 22 x (12+5)”
102403-1 .....................40 x 22 x (12+12)”
102403-2.........................40 x 22 x (5+5)”
102642..............................41 x 24 x (9+9)”
102769 ...........................44 x 37 x (11+4)”
102769-1......................44 x 37 x (11+11)”
102769-2.........................44 x 37 x (4+4)”
102766..............................46 x 19 x (8+8)”
102790 .........................49 x 25 x (12+12)”
102835 ...........................49 x 40 x (11+4)”
102835-1......................49 x 40 x (11+11)”
102835-2.........................49 x 40 x (4+4)”
102840 .........................52 x 48 x (10+10)”
102774 ..............................56 x 11 x (6+6)”
102833..........................59 x 22 x (11+11)”
102834 ..............................64 x 11 x (6+6)”
102836..............................82 x 17 x (8+8)”

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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RACKPACK
All over the world, under the most adverse field and transport conditions, cameramen,
field technicians even geologists and engineers have stopped torturing themselves
and put their sophisticated instrumentation and operating equipment “On The Rack”.

Sets Up In Minutes
The right choice when you need intricate
equipment set up and running in minutes instead of hours. Since equipment is stacked and
pre-wired in place, all you need do is remove
the front and back covers of the Rack-Pack and
your equipment can be plugged in and running in minutes Just about anything can be
stored, operated and shipped in a Rack-Pack.

Shock Absorbing
Constructed of the same High Molecular
Weight Polyethylene, each case features recessed ribbing that allow it to absorb shock on
impact, while the elastometric shock mounts
handle any remaining vibrations. Your equipment remains safe, sound and ready to go.

Standard Specification

Easy Access
The inner rack is constructed of 6061T5 aluminum for durability and light weight. Front
and back covers remove quickly when needed,
yet they remain secure for storage and transport. All latches and handles are mounted
firmly without intrusive fasteners, enabling the
unit to remain watertight. All hardware is easily
replaced in the field using the optional field repair kit. If your equipment requires access by
means of slides, these are available on special
order. It makes on-site maintenance or repairs
easy with no downtime.

Custom Fit
Equipment typically rack-mounted for operation, storage, or transportation comes in many
standard sizes. So Rack-Pack is made to fit your
equipment without expensive alterations.
Rack-Packs are available in standard 19" rack
width, up to 30"in depth, with holes drilled to
EIA-RETMA hole pattern. Rack heights are
available from 5.37" to 36.875" (Refer to specs
under "SHOK-STOP Sizes").
◆ In addition, the Rack-Pack will stack on inter-

locking ribs forming a modular work station
that is extremely secure in any environment.

◆ Inner rack frame with RETMA hole pattern in

front and rear rails

◆ Interlocking ribs for stacking
◆ Watertight gasket, construction

◆ All latches and handles are recessed

◆ Corrosion and fungus resistant

Optional Accessories
◆ Special shock mounts for unusual weight,

specify weight to be installed

◆ Inner rack frame depth is 20˝ from front to

rear of instrument mounting frame, Depth
may be specified up to 25˝

◆ Two lift rings

◆ Anodized outer valances

◆ Extra T-Bar Supports,

◆ Four removable casters

◆ Automatic pressure relief valve

Rack Pack Sizes
Part
No.

Rack
Height

Rack
Units

SKU

Price

Part
No.

Rack
Height

Rack
Units

SKU

Price

102757

5.37”

3

THRPC3

839.95

102728

21.125”

12

THRPC12

1459.95

103923

7.125”

4

THRPC4

859.95

102729

22.875”

13

THRPC13

1566.50

102758

8.87”

5

THRPC5

879.50

102730

24.675”

14

THRPC14

1596.95

102722

10.625”

6

THRPC6

966.95

103155

26.375”

15

THRPC15

1657.95

102723

12.375

7

THRPC7

1006.50

103161

28.125”

16

THRPC16

1714.95

102724

14.125

8

THRPC8

1242.50

103163

36.125”

18

THRPC18

1879.95

◆ RackPacks are ideal for fly away packages,

102725

15.875

9

THRPC9

1277.50

103165

35.125”

20

THRPC20

2059.95

Editing systems, and many other portable
applications.

102726

17.625

10

THRPC10

1319.95

103166

36.875”

21

THRPC21

2143.95

102727

19.375”

11

THRPC11

CALL
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Please call for additional sizes up to 25 rack units.
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QUADRA-FLEX
A Transit Case as Sophisticated as the
Equipment That Goes Into It
The hands down leader in rack-mount cases, QuadraFlex cases offer more
protection, a more rugged build, more sizes, a more customizable package
and is more user-friendly than any other rack on the market. Streamlined and
buit to rugged military requirements, QuadraFlex cases are designed to get
your equipment to it’s intended location with no damage, need of calibration
or downtime. After arrival, just remove the front and back lids and plug in your
equipment. No setup and no wasted time.
The first line of defense against shock and vibration is the outer shell.
Military-grade High-Molecular Weight Polythylene is custom formed with
molded bumpers and ribbing. When energy hits this outer shell, it is spread over the surface and is dissipated.
Any remaining shock is then neutralized by the eight elastomeric shock mounts which are counter-mounted into the
corners of the QuaraFlex case.
QUADRA-FLEX CASES

FEATU R ES

Part
No.

Rack
Height

Rack
Units

102757-cm

5.37”

3

◆ Rugged impervious HMWP shell

◆ Optional locking kit
◆ HD spring-loaded handles

103923-cm

7.125”

4

◆ Matched aluminum alloy extrusion

102758-cm

8.87”

5

◆ Field-replaceable hardware

◆ Embedded color

102722-cm

10.625”

6

◆ Unique patented spring-loaded latches

◆ Chemical-resistant finish and hardware

102723-cm

12.375

7

◆ Interlocking stacking lugs

◆ Fire-reatrdane materials

102724-cm

14.125

8

◆ Gasket seal construction

◆ Ideal for both storage and transit

102725-cm

15.875

9

102726-cm

17.625

10

102727-cm

19.375”

11

102728-cm

21.125”

12

102729-cm

22.875”

13

102730-cm

24.675”

14

103155-cm

26.375”

15

Fully Customizable
(Custom 20”-30” Frame Depths, Lids, & More)
Extremely delicate electronics need extremely delicate care. Nothing protects
like a QuadraFlex case. Each elastometric shock mount is chosen by our
engineering department as per the equipment that is going into it. Every
application receives a custom-tailored solution that will properly protect your
equipment. Custom frame and body depths from 20” to 30” are available,
along with custom lid depths. A long list of options are available depending on
your specific needs, such as:
◆ Custom frame and lip depth

◆ Removeable casters

◆ Lid-mounted bags

◆ Custom extended wt. mounts

◆ Luggage casters

◆ Inner lid

◆ EMI/EMF shielding

◆ PRV valve / MILSPEC sealed

◆ Drawers/Shelves

◆ Custom fabrication

◆ Anodized trim

◆ Power units

◆ Stainless hardware

◆ Custom colors, labels

◆ Zinc plating

(212) 444-6601• 1-800-947-9901• Quick Dial 821
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